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THE ANTITREA.TY RIOTS IN JAPAN

PERRY'S GREAT

SLOW PROGRESS
IN

E EVENING CITIZEN

M11STICE

BAD WRECK HAPPENS ON THE

NAVAL VICTORY

NEW YORK ELEVATED ROAD

Gen. Ovanoosky and Gen. Is Royally Celebrated in

Fukushima
range Terms.
Will

SKIRMISHES

Ten Persons Were Killed and More Than Forty
Were Injured by Derailment

Newport, Rhode Island,

Ar-

Today.

IN MANCHURIA WIFE'S

CRIME

of Train.
BUTTE

AT

AT
Balls, The Sickle ot Death Gathers
of
in Two
and Treated Red Cross
Colorado.
Badly.

Russia Used

THE

XUMBElt L'J5

NINTH

AVENUE

AND

Dum-Du- m

RECEIPIS OF

Y05K1HIKI

OF

RESIGNATION

BRITT-NELSO-

By Error of Switchman Train Thrown Into Curve-SecoCar Fell Down Into Street, Landing

DUM DUM BULLETS USED
AND BRUTALITY TO DEAD.

Tokio, Sept. 11. There has teen recent skirmishing In Mnnehuria. September 9 two companies of Russian Infantry with two guns, opened an attack, but were reputed, leaving forty
dead. The official Gazette publishes
a statement,
based on medical evidence, of the use of dum-dubullets
by Russians in engagements on the
Island of Sughalien, and also charges
Russian abuse of the Red Cross flag
and cruelties to Japanese soldie.s who
fell In battle.
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IN' THE STRE KTS.OF TOKYO.
A DKMONSTRATION
newspapers sirce the publication of the peace terms, crowds
Inflamed by the statements of
'
have gathered In the streets and riots have been frequent.
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AT

FAIR

BABY SHOW PLANNED FOR '
SEPTEMBER 16 MANY PRIZES'
ARE OFFERED
FIRST THOUS-- I
AND ENTERED WILL BE GIVEN
SOUVENIR MEDALS.
Portland, Ore. Sept. 11. Babies are
to have a day at the Lewis and Clark
exposition, and It is to be one ot the
very biggest days of the fair. Saturday, September 10, has been set as
the date for the. haby show. Dan,
the man who first suggested
holding a great exposition at Portland,
has charge of all arrangements.
To be eligible for prizes, babies entered must not be more than three
years old, but the first thousand chL-- !
dren, of all ages up to five years, will
be given souvenir Lewis and Clark
Baby Day medals. The children entered in the competition will be divided Into seven classes, according to
age, and there will be many prizes
given.
The prettiest baby In each
class, of course, will come In for a
generous prize; but other prizes will
be awarded in each class as follows:
For the .fattest baby, smallest baby,
baby with darkest eyes, baby with
lightest blue eyes, baby with brownest eyes, baby with most pronounced
gray eyes, baby with best hair, best
dressed baby, baby whose dress Is of
the most original character, best
baby, worst behaved baby, best
decorated baby carriage or other novel contrivance.
For twins and tripletts there will
be special prizes. No baby will be
awarded more than one prize, and the
fairness of the awards Is assured by
a plan of numbering the babies, so
that judges will have no opportunity
to know the Identity of the children.
No charge Is made for entering, the
babies.
Miss McKeown, of Portland, who
has charge of the entries, reports a
large number already enrolled.
BiG

PROMINENT

FEARFUL

DEATH

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 11. Eighty-fou- r
years old and almost helpless,
who
Mrs. Maiy A. Klooz, a widow,
lives with her son, William Klooz, at
1543 Story avenue, was
burned to
death at her home yesterday morning
shortly after 11 o'clock. Her body
was found enveloped in flames at the
head of the stairs, where 6he had tottered and fallen soon after her clothing became ignited. She was alone
at the time of the accident, her sou
being in the yards of the Felipse Coal
company, where he is employed. Her
daughter-in-lawas In Kvansville,
where she went several weeks ago to
visit relatives. The latter was to have
returned home today, but arrived last
night following ill receipt of a telegram from her husband telling of the
tragic death of his aged mother.
(Note. Another son, J. Fred Kbyoz.
is well known in Albuqurque. When
the Alvarado was thrown open to the
public, Mr. Klooz was its managir
for a number of months. From here
he went to St. Louis, and during the
world's fair was manager of one of
the big hotels of that city.)
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COLORADO
OFFICIALS

CROWD

RECEIPTS

FLED BUT WAS
ARRESTED AT HIS HOME
New York. Sept. 11. Cornelius A.
Jakinson, the switchman who Is blamed for causing the wreck, fled but
was arrested at his home. He maintains that he had set the right switch.
"It was a physical Impossibility for
the switchmati to have- - turned the
switch while the train was moving

List of Identified Dead.
The Identified dead are.
E. P. Schelble. New-YorJ. H. Huspach, member New York
Board of Trade.
Solomon Neugust (negro.)
John Morris (negro.)
Cornelius McCarty, laborer.
AVhu Lane, electrician.
John Cochrane.
Joseph Pnch, policeman.
Bach was struck by the falling car
and crushed. Neugust was beheaded.
CORONER FINDS TWAS DUE
TO SWITCHMAN'S NEGLECT
New York. Sept. 11. "I am satisfied the accident was due to the neglect of the switchman," said Coroner
Scholer. "In the first place he made
a mistake In turning the Ninth are-nu- e
train Into Fifty-thirstreet and
then added to his blunder by turning
the switch back again In the attempt
to divert the train Into Ninth are.
nue.".

CHAMPION JEFFRIES WILL

IMPROVEMENTS

Harmsworth Cup.
San Fianclsco, Cal.. Sept. 11. The
fight
total recepis of the
were $18,311. The amount was diNelson, $18.841j; ARCHON BAY, FRANCE, CHOSEN
vided as follows:
Uritt, $12,560; management, $l,9i"l.
Brltt-Nelso-

n

FATAL SHOOTING
NEAR FLAGSTAFF
JOHN SKAGGS

KILLED GEORGE
RANCH

CLARK AT SKAGGS'
BEAVER CREEK.

ON

John Skaggs killed George Clark,
says the Flagstaff Sun, at the Skaggs
ranch on Beaver creek. The weapon
used was a sbotgunt loaded with No.
2 buckshot.
Clark was shot In the
left breast tearing hts heart to
pieces.
There were no witnesses to the kill
ing and Skaggs says it was done In

than five thousand dollars slumps three dollars a bale
i

Bordeaux, France, Sept. 11. Several hundred devotees of motor boat
sport from all parts of the world have
given themselves a rendezvous In the
bay of Aieahon, about twenty miles
south of this city, to attend the first
races for the inseries of auto-boa- t
ternational Harmsworth cup.
The British International cup Is
named after its owner, Sir Alfred
Harmesworth,
and Is an open challenge cup, held by the winner, for one
year only. Each country entering the
competition for the cup may be represented by three boats. In the contest,
which begins at Arcachon bay today,
America Is represented by two
the Challenger, now owned by
W. Gould Iirokaw, and the Dixie, owned by E. R. Thomas. Hoth boats are
power, a trifle under foreof
feet long, and equipped with eight
cylinder engines.
The Challenger is well known, having competed in many races in northern and southern waters. Last winter
in Florida it made a rurord of one
mile in two minutes, on the lake near
Palm Reach. It was the only boat
representing America In the Harme.- worth cup race last year, when it waa
held in EnglUh waters. ' Since then
it has been greatly Improved, and
strong hopes are entertained that it
will give a good account of itself at'
the races this week. The hulls of
both boats were designed by Clinton!
H. Crane.
The Dive is considered a wonderfully swift boat, and has had many
highly satisfactory trials ui the Hudson liver and In Jamaica hay.
The
boat is sab1 to not only have speed,
but ha the ability to keep it up for
a longer distance than that called for
by the requirements of the Harmesworth cup race.
chal-leuger-

Clark had leased the Skaggs ranch
and his wife was the only person on
the place aside from the principals.
and she knew nothing of the affair
until it was over.
Clark's pistol was found about tVo
feet fiom his body. It was
and one chamber had been fired.
Skaggs claims that Clark ran after
being shot, from where his pistol was
found to where his body Jay.
There is considerable exjritemett
among the neighbors of Skaggs and
Clark over the killing. The latter was
a young man who had never been In
serious tumble before. After she
shooting Skaggs went to Camp Verde
and gave himself up to the deputy
sheriff.
No inquest was held as there were
no witnesses to the affair. Skaees is
one of the old settlers on the Beaver,
and heretofore has not had trouble of
a serious nature.
half-cocke- d

Building Trades Council Meets.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. The eighth
annual convention of the International
Hitilding Trades Council opened heie
today. The attendance is very" large,
and an Interesting seslon Is expected.
Equitable Agents to Meet Morton.
including.
Manv ininortant
matters
New York, Sept. 11. The convenlabor questions, prices of building mation of the agents of the EqultabU
terials, etc., will be discussed.
Life Insurance company opened Us
annual convention at the Oilental and
Manhattan hotels today. The meeting is of unusual importance, as the
iigents will have their first opportunity to meet Paul Morton, and
many Important niatuts in
BODY
LEVY
with t!ie recent troubles of the
association will be discussed.
j

i

j

STILL DRAGGING LAKE FOR

e

OF JACOB

Special to The Citizen.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 11. Searching parties have been engaged till day
in dragging Kroenig's lake near this
city in an effort to recover the body
of Jacob Levy, manager of I.oyau &
Bryan's brokerage office here, who was
while hunting
drowned yesterday
ducks. 1'p to a late hour this afternoon no tiace of the Uidy had been

,

AT LAST REPORT

BACK BAY HOME

is thought that Levy found the Anniversary of Battle of Brandywine
boat in which he set out utonr,
West Cluster. I'a., Sept. 11. The
and auenipicd to swim ashore.
anniversary of the battle it." the
He was evidently seize, with cramps, Hrunlywine was celebrated today in
y manlier on the battle-Held- ,
as he was a Hue swimmer. The Vat, the i
partly lilled with water, drifted asuore
where on September 11, 1777, for
today.
the first time, the font ini nt,l army
Max Levy, of Albuqu rqiie, a brother curried the Stars and Stripes Into batof the il row tied man, leachel the city tle. There was a military display a
last night and is sparing no expense para-bof colonial organizations, and
in his endeavors to recover the body. Speeches.

Boston, Mass., Sept. 11. Many Interested spectators will att&nd the
public auction In front of the court
house this afternoon, when Thomas
W. Lawson's Back Hay property, including the homestead, stables, etc.,
will be sold for taxes. It seems that
the property was transferred by Mr.
Lawson' to his wife, Mrs. Jennie A.
Lawson, two year? ago. Mr. Lawson,
at that time overlooked the fact that
the taxes for iuu2 and 1903 had not
been paid. Tax Collector McDonald,
falling to collect the taxes and accrued Interest, amounting to $5,540,
advertised It for sale and set the auction for this afternoon.
When Mr. Lawson, of "Frenzied Finance" fame, heard of the announcement of the sale, he was at first inclined to send his agent to the collector and let him pay the taxes, but on
second thought he decided not to
spoil the fun of the auction. In regard to the matter .Mr. Lawson said
to a friend: "I do hope the city will
get sufficient to pay that fifty five
hundred, therwise we would have to
throw in a dog or two." It is expected that Mr. Lawson or bis agent will
bid In the property at the auction.

New York, Sept. 11. In their weekly cotton letter Miller & Co. say:

"The new season has begun with almost a clean slate so far as speculation Is concerned. The advance of 1
cent a pound at a time when Texas
was biistering under the rays of a
scorching sun, succeeded In forcing
out all except the very strongest
i bears,
while the reaction of $3 per
bale which took place last week has
wiped out practically all the weak-kneebulls. This condition has made
an entire. y new price movement possible, unhampered by sudden flurries
which Inevitably accompany a market
heavily committed on either side, JuBt
as the time when the government cotton reports are published.
The cotton crop report has not been
as unfavorable as It tm c oected a
month ago, but It must no' lie forgotthrough
ten that this crop has to y
!t is ginned
many vicissitudes befn-of which Is
and baled, not the le
frost, which
the possibility of an
would destroy all m '.nee of a top
crop, even ii tin- - abst nee of rain in
early part of the
Texas during :
season had not precluded such a crop
already. From all appearances the
new season will be an Intensely act- iv ciine and many price calculations,
Spelter, based upon precedents, promise to be
sunimarl y upset."
d

James J. Jeffries, the greatest prize
fighter that ever lived, will be the
guest of Albuquerque all of next
week. The big fighter today notified
the fair association that he wllf reach
this city on Saturday next and will
take his first look at the ball grounds
at Traction pnrk on Sunday, when It
Is expected tuut he wl.l umpire the
first ball gamo of the fair series.
The 1Ofa Angeles and Kan Francisco
papers are giving Jeffries and
plenty of advertising luBt at
present. Doth papers give him a good
send off as a professional handler of
the Indicator an I say that he hag at
various times rppearcl in the Pacific
Coast league, where he has given excellent satisfaction.
Merchants Commence to Decorate.
The merchants of the city have
commenced to decorate their establishments. The fair colors are green,
cardinal and cream tnd they contrast
beautifully. The office of the Surety
Investment company was today decorated and although the work Is not jet
completed, what has been (lone shows
up Immensely and has attracted much
favorable comment.
Albu-ti;er,-

SUIT TO ENJOIN

THE

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
FROM
PAY

BORROWING
COURT AND

MONEY

TO

OTHER

EX-

PENSES.
Suit has been brought in the name
of W. W. Klournoy, W. S. Strlckler,
A. H. McMlllin, W. II. Childers; W. II.
(iillenwater, Daniel Martinez, J. A.

Weinman, M. Mandell, Simon Stern,
Illauchard Meat & Supply company, J.
Korber & company, John F. Pearce,
Whitney company, H. D. Welller &
company, A. II. llarsch, K. IJ. Harsch,
Spelter.
The Monarch Oiocery company and
St. Louis. Mo., Sept. 11
W. T. McCrelght, on behalf of themstrong, $15.C5'-itaxselves and all other resident
payers who see fit to become parties
of
to the suit, agnlnst the board
county commissioners to enjoin them
IS
RUSSIA SHOWS
from borrowing the money to pay the
expenses of the ensuing term of court
and for other purposes, upon the
ground that the board has no power
to borrow the money, and that there
now in the hands of the
is money
treasurer for that purpose.
The com plaint a will be presented to
Waisw, Sept. 11 In consequence saw Mmck today. Cossacks and In
Luuas this afterof the execution on Kiblav of 1van.fa,"r' are patrolling the streets. The- the Judge al Los
An IxmI. was Hooded with rev- noon.
Kasksbali, a Socialist b ader, who was theatre
The !oard passed a resolution to
night.
bitst
documents
olutionarv
condemned to death by a court-marhereupon the police surrounded the bin row $1.1X111 to defray court and
other expenses, on Saturday aftertial for inching the murder of heve: al t h at re and arrested about inn
noon, on the grounds that the county
all of the factories in War- - pie.
funds we e In the hands of 1". A. H'lb-belwhom the board refuses to
coland
as irea-nre- r
lector.
TWO WRECKS
.

SHE

NOT

YET SUFFICIENTLY WHIPPED

l,

OCCURRED TODAY

Cousin in Vaudeville.
New York, Sept. 11. Miss Gertrude
UooM-veltwho is said to be a cousin
of P:esi lent ltoosevelt, will make her
del tit in vaudeville ill a short sketch,
entitled. "Kitty Clive," tonight. Miss
Kooscvi It is a woman of exceptional
beauty and refinement, and a good actress, as the proved last season, when

President's

THE FIRST KILLING TWO

It

un-sat-

1

PLANT

lit others were hurt.
11.
Illoomingtoii, 1,!.
None Killed; Several Injured.
freight trains on t.'i,- Illinois Central
Ottawa. Ont., Sept. IL hi a colrailroad wciv wrecked today in a
A
stockman f.y lision of passenger trains on the Canat Thav:l.
tje liallle of (i cell, et HUu Mound. adian Pacific, twenty-thre-persons mile cast
were sei
LI.,
l':.arhs Piano, of iif here today, live
was killed.
injured and several others were
Wanner City. III., an a man named
Kothsthibl, were fatally Injured, and cut and bruised.
e

l

TO GAS
TO

COST

$25,000

WILL BE ACCOMPANIED
!?Y HIS GROl'ND ALREADY BEI'G CV EAR- WIFE- - BIG FELLOW, HAS UM
ED FOR ERECTION OF-- A NEW
PIRED IN THE PACIFIC COAST
PLANT THE COMPANY'S HAND
LEAGUE.
SOME OFFICES.

Under the Hammer Today Thought Will be Less NumFor Back Taxes of
ber of Bales Than
More
Last Year.

Mo-

tor Boat Contest For

FIGHT

COTTON CONDITION

d

BE HERE ON SATURDAY

ANTI--

TOM LAWSON'S

IN FRENCH WATERS
Dixie and Chalanger in

N

JVERNJd KSJ NEWSPAPER OFFICE, TOKYO.
comments on the peace ter 'shah iieea lue cause of many demonstrations

AMERICAN BOATS

OF THE

BRITT-NELSO-

IN FRONT OF AN

The publication of sensational
throughout, the city.

DEAD

Denver, Colo., Sept. 11. David Ab
ner Mills, former secretary ot state,
is dead, aged 55 years.
William H. Brisbane, state treasurer under .Governor Mclntyre, died
yesterday, after a long illness, at the
age of 54 years.

d

AGED WOMAN'S

A

h.

ed.

SWITCHMAN

Butte, Mont., Sept. 11. William
Frost, a mining promoter, was mllea
today by his wife, after he had tried
to cut her throat with a razor. She
blew his head from his shoulders with
two chaiges from a shotgun. Frst
had been drinking heavily. He was
well known and was in a prosperous
condition. The two had Indulged in
many family quarrels over trivial matters and both had threatened each
other's lives.

BEHEADED

-

d

!

NEGRO

rapidly over It. Statements to that effect are absolutely Incorrect. He
that the switch waa turned
and signals eet In the tower for to
Sixth avenua south iwnmri rain
the Ninth avenue train took iha
switch at a rapid pace. The BtraliK
was so great that th muniinotween the first an second cars broke
ami tne second car Jumped the rails,
the curve at this place not being bank-

d

i

i

CRUSHED UNDER CAR,

New York, Sept. 11. Ten persons
were killed and more than forty were
injured by the derailment of n elevated train at Fifty-thirstreet and
Ninth avenue today. The train was
southbound on Ninth avenue and
should have continued on the straight
track Instead of being switched to the
curve, by which the Sixth avenue
trains proceed on Fifty-thirstreet
from Ninth avenue to Sixth.
The
switch lever was open. The first car
on the Ninth avenue train took the
switch, barely staying on the rails
and turned into Fifty-thirstreet.
The switchman, when he saw his
blunder, it Is aliened, turned the
switch hack aitaln, to turn the car
down Ninth avenue. The second car
was thrown off the track and fell Into the street, turning completely over
and landing upside down. The third
car struck the building at the southwest corner of Ninth avenue and rested against the fire escape. The
climbed through the windows
and descended to the street.

-

'

MINISTER RESIGNS
BUT NOT YET ACCEPTED
Tokio, Sept. 11. The resignation of
Home Minister Yoskihika has not been
accepted, but its acceptance is expected later. The privy council is holding
a special session hearing the reports HUSBAND SHOT TO
of the catiinet on the domestic situaDEATH BY WIFE
tion. Quiet prevails.

BABIES TO HAVE

nd

Bottom up.

FIGHT

N

Newport, R. I., Sept. 11. ToiUj Is
the 92d anniversary of the battle of
Lake Erie, and this city Is celebrating
the day as I'erry Day, In an unusually
elaborate manner. Commodore Perry,
who commanded the American squadron In that battle, was a native of
Newport. The city Is profusely decorated with flags and pictures of
In
commodore Perry are exhibited
many windows. In honor of the flay
the warships of the coast squadron In
the harbor fired a salute at sunrise
this morning. In the afternoon, the
Brooklyn, the Illinois, the KearBarge
and the other ships of the squadron,
will take part In a big naval demonstration. In the evening the commander of the squadron, Rear Admiral F.
W. Pickens, and the other officers of
the squadron, will be the guests' i?
the city at a reception given In their
honor. Among the officers are two,
Captain Raymond Perry Rogers of
the Kearsarge, and Captain John J.
Rogers, of the Illinois, who are lineal
descendants of Commodore Perry.

Godyanzal, Manchuria, Sept. 11.
Jlajor General Ovanovsky has been
apiKiinted plenipotentiary,
to meet
t lie Japanese representative. General
arrange
Fukushima, and
the peace
armistice.

found.

STREET

FIFTY-THIR- D

.

she appeared In "Why Smith Left
Home." She lives In lloston whh liJ
mother, who Is said to be opposed to
the appearance of her daughter on the
vaudeville stage.

Manager J. 13. Downey, of the Albuquerque. Gas. Electric Light and
j Power
company, Is authority for the
statement that the company has begun work on Improvements to Its gaa
plant in this city that will result in
the expenditure of at least $25,000
and will give Albuquerque one of the
most complete plants In the southwest.
The plant now located on Broadway
and East Railroad avenue will be
moved to a site south of the old electric light plant across the Santa Fe
tracks. This site Is now being cleared off and work on the new plant
commenced. Two new storage tanks
will be erected, the contract for one
having already been let to a Denver
firm.
The light company has one of the
most elegantly fitted offices In the
city. Hundreds of electric lights are
used to light the offices and the Inside and outside of the big show windows. The arrangement Is metropolitan In every way and is a good advertisement for the company.
GREAT NEW YORK FAIR
BEGINS AT SYRACUSE
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 11. Judging
from the preparations
which have
been made, the annual state fair,
which began here today, promises to
be the grandest and most interesting
ever held In the state. The city la
filled with visitors already and their
number Is constantly being Increased by new arrivals. Besides the fair
Itself there will be several other features which will attract visitors from
all parts of the state. The carnival
of the Mystic Krewe of
the state fireman's convention and
celebrations under the auspices of
various women's organizations will lie
among the special features of interest.
There will also be races of all kinds,
for horses and automobiles, balloon
and airship ascensions, etc. The horse
show and the horso races promise to
be unusually Interesting.
The great
great racing stabion, Aiidobon lloy,
will try to beat the record of
Prince Alert of 1:"!:S. established
last year, and there will also lie a
race between Lou Dillon aud Major

i:!4,

Delnmr.
Among

the prominent visitors expected are Vice President Fairbanks,
Alfred fJ. Vati'lerbill, James T. Hyde,
Senator Carl lluir, Jr., S. alter Wll-lett- s
and others.
INTERNATIONAL DEEP
WATERWAYS COMMISSION
Murrain, N. Y Sept. 11. The International Deep Waterways commission
resumed its sessions here today and
will probably remain here for two
days. Among the matters to be considered by the commission ar. the
protests against any action that would
lower the level of Lake Ontario; the
complaints of persons Interested la
the preservation of the Niagara river
and the legal questions likely to arise
on account of possible damage by the
flooding of lands In the event of the
construction of a dam or regu'atini?
works at the outlet of Lake Kne. 11
is understood that the commission
strongly favors the deeping of th
Wolliin.l canal. The nei meeting of
the commission will be held at Niagara Falls on September 13 and 14.

ALliUQUEKQUK KVKN1NO CITIZEN

PAGE TWO
a minor,

Mexican. Miguel Caravajal.

Pobl!hf

Dally and Weekly by

Hie Citizen Publishing Company
at FnntofrW for tranamitufion through the
mailt m Mcond cIam matter.

LQNjTIa1E
Official Paper of liernalillo Count)
Aaraciital Prni Aftrrfiocm DinpatchM.
L gnt City lad County Circaltt'nn.
Th Lirratt Nrw Mexico Circulation.
largest Northern Arizona Circulation

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
f)aiy hf mall. on yanr

fn ailvanra......

fimUj by mail, on

the time, pays the Silver City Enterprise. Caravajal whs nl the home of
his aunt, w ho Is lr l" i' I"1' 'f n" n'
rhllaila stand at Sam i Hita. on the
evening In question when the seven
Mexicans came to ihe house and
admiitann Young Carav,ajar
stepped out of the house lo see what
was the trouble, w.'ion he was set upon by the vicious crowd and given a
severe beating. Ho was hit over the
forehead with a beer hot lie or some
IH unt
Instrument, and the scalp laid
open and the skull crushed. However,
the most serious Injuries, and from
were at lirst exwhich fatal result
pected .were In the abdomen, and from
the symptoms it appea.s that the
hrntes must have kicked the victim In
the ahilomen a numher or times after
he was down.
OIL EXCITEMENT IS

$.'.!

anta par month, when rniil monthly.

JURY.
The preliminary hearing of Antonio
Cordova for the killing of bambino
Sedlllo was held at Lincoln last week
before Justice Itrady. and Cordova was
held to the grand Juiy in the sum of
$1,000 bond, which he Rave. The killing occurred at Las Palas three w eks
ago.

I

PORTALES BOY
CHARGED

WITH THEFT.

Tartar, a
been arretted at Roswell
Karl

boy, lias
on a charge
of assisting his brother, Wiley Tartar,
in stealing three horses from James
Sweer.y at Poi tales, N. M., one year
go. Wiley Tartar has not been apprehended. The boy was removed to
Portales and will be held In jail there

until the district court fleets.
FOSTER TO TALK ON

DRY FARMING.

WAS
KNOWN IN NEW

-

4 -

latiaa.

4

CHINAME N SNEAKING
ACROSS THE BORDER

Tuesday evening. Customs Inspector
Holznian
discovered three
Chinamen making their way over the
border near Columbus, and gathered
them In, says the Denting Headlight.
Mr. Holzuian turned his captives over
to acting deputy collector A. J. Kyle,
who brought them to this city, before
United States Commissioner B. Y.
McKeyes, who ordered them to jail
to await examination later on.
Ivouls

PENNILESS MAN SHOWS
BASE

INGRATITUDE.

Charles Raymer robbed the miners'
clothes at the Tampa mine, near Tres
Piedraa, of $100.
He also stole a
a Winchester rille and a
new saddle, the latter from George
Sibly, and a horse from S. V. Pinkard,
during the night, and has left the
country. Several searching parties
are scouring the hills and all sheriff's offices have been notified. Raymer was taken in and had been cared
for by the boys at the Tampa, as he
was broke.
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
,
80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

AND

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON

Not-

President;

LUNA,

square feet two coats. W. 3. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier: W. J. Johnson. Aa
r.aahiar!
hing acts so Three hundred
wm. Mcintosh
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
promptly or
j. c. baldridge
A. M. BLACKWELL
2rCJ surely
O. E. CROMWELL
iu skin
PURELY VEGETABLE.
diseases as 409 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
S. S. S., nu. it
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY
Established in 1882
at the same time acts as a tonic to the i
syst"in. ii "ok on okin Diseases uud
&
G.
ny medical advice without charge.
THE SWIFT SFECIF!C CO., Atlanta, Ga, sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
.las. Heck in & Co.'s Coffees,
Granite Flour.
HELPERS
WILLING
,
Authorized Capital,
I
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PRATT
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'A

CO.
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What's the use of a helper if
he isn't w illing? Willingness l
an ample mantle which will almost cover all the sins of service.
Hut a classified advertisement in The Evening Citizen li a
willing helper that is not only
absouitely competent, but also is
It works all
a willing worker.
the time for you. It Is the best
and most economical puulicity in
the world.
9 9. 9. 9. 9
t .9 9. 9 9. 9
WORSE EVERY YEAR.

rV

Ro.--w.-

TO DEATH.

Mou:it3, a
Alma
Miss
gill, was burned to death Friday
moriiin? by the explosion of a gasoline stove that tdie attempted to night
at the residence of Dr. C. E. Lukens,
pastor
of the First Presbyterian
church, Roswell. She ran madly from
one room of the house to the other,
fanning the flames. Dr. Lukens, after
much difficulty, succeeded In smoth-

FIRST
NATIONAL

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
Hillsboro

Creamery

Orders Solicited

- x- - x -- x

Free v Delivery.

x -- x z x

x--

M.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Raljway
Company.

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

A.

W. HAYDEN

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

Plenty of Albuquerque Readers Have
Office and ra.-tur-y
the Same Experience.
412
WEST
COPPF.lt AVENUE.
y r a,.
Don't neglect an aching back.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
year.
every
get
worse
will
It
braid
Nil. i snow..
i, ...i U c.i mile
Backache is really kidney ache.
but. flat ivwti, r;.!;!.n b.itn, .villi a
To euro the back you must cure the Phones1,. Auto. 108; Colo., Black 2C5.
double while mill .set uini, r a buckle
kidneys.
X X X X- -X
X
of tlie hat braid.
If you don't other kidney Ills folis a trieorn shaped gray fe.t,
No.
witii no trimming even: in 'he band low
KIM &
Uurinary troubles, diabetes, Bright's
of gray silk ribbon. T!vv.e 'iv good
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
disease.
for early fall.
LOANS
An Albuquerque citizen tells you
No. 3 shows a N'o:;.:!.!t.".;i black
Automatic phone 451.
straw with a fron and side decoration how the cure is easy.
Mrs. M. J. Butler, wife of M. J. Butof pale blue ostrich feathers. The brliu
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
is undulated back and front. This is ler, night watchman in the Santa Fe
pretty for matinee wear, or for after- shops, formerly of 717 East street,
says: "Wlien I went to the Alvarado CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
noon receptions.
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
No. 4 Is a green velvet conventional Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney Pills I
Wholesale and Retail
sailor, trimmed with a wing across the had an attack of backache which had
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
back and fo.ds of white and green vel- annoyed me for two or three years.
Mgr.
.1. B. MacMANUS,
At first thy were mild, and I expectvet about the crown.
602 South First Street
Both Phones
No. 5 is a theater or evening iial of ed they would leave Just a3 mysteriblack Neopolitan straw, which we are ously as they came, but with the passtold, is to be much worn In dress hats ing of time the attacks were more freboth during the early fall and winter. quent and of longer duration. I used
Under the broad brim is a cluster of three boxes of Doan't Kidney Pills
FIRE
cream colored roses. Pluck ostrich and was rewarded with an entire cesINSURANCE.
Up
aching.
to
date,
and
of
sation
the
feathers at the side and back complete
Secretary Mutual Building Associa.
It Is considerably
over six months Hon. Office at J. C Baldridge's Lum
Ihe picture hat.
since I stopped the treatment, there ber yard.
has not been a sign of any recurPUBLIC PRINTER PALMER,
rence."
TOTI & GRADI
For sale by all dealers. Price EO
IS FIRED BY ROOSEVELT
cents. Foster-MilburCo.. Buffalo, Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
New York, sole agents for ttye United
Grain and Fuel.
Oyster Pay, N. Y Sept. 11 Presl States.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
name
and
Doau's
dent Roosevelt ytsleiday afternoon
Remember the
and Cigars. Place your orders for
43
took summary action in the case of take no other.
this line with us.
W.
printer
public
Frank
and
Palmer,
NORTH THIRD STREET.
government
printing
head of the
office ' Look Out
Washington
by
removing
from
at
liim
Also look where you can get Cutlery XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX M
office.
punriTu inn
iVDru cmiir
Last Monday the president directed that Is and will stay sharp.
onuninMiiuuiiu
rL'i r.i iinu h
We have the exclusive agency for
Mr. Palmer to send to him his resig
M
S.S.PEARLSTINE
&.
T.
Hessenbruch
world
the
famed
nation to take effect on the lr.th in
M
street.
Co.
South
Second
you
Cutlery
can
sell
therefore
and
2122
stant. At the same time he directed
m
Auto Phone, 328.
the very neat Cutlery at prices you
Business Strictly Confidential.
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
these goods are guaranteed.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents,
Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00 The Fuchr
1
A two dollar razor for
i
ii
1
The finest made for
Company,
Scissors, 4 inch
Successors to Edwards & Fuenr,
Scissors, four and a half Inch...
'
Scissors, five Inch
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Scissors, six Inch
Day or Nfglit
Bath 'Phones.
Shears, seven and a half inch..
Shears, eight and a half Inch....
Very best butcher knives, tlx
40
Inch
REDUCED PRICES
50
Best razor straps at 25 and
Plates, $8.00;
On Dental Work.
10
Glass cutters, good quality
Gold Crowns. $ti.H0; Fillings, $1.00
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
STORE
fjuc. All guaranteed.
122 North Second Street.
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.

STATE

THE

OF

NATIONAL

BANK

LJLQUEKUK

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

CO.

$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

President.

O. N. MARRON,

J.

D. A.

HERNCON, Cashier.

B.

o

Mcpherson, vice Pres.

ROY McDONALD,

Asst. Cashier.

o

o

o

0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Ftting. A full line ot bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

A. E. WALKER,

ering the iiames with a Navajo blanket, hut he was h.idly burned himself.
The girl was teiribly ImVned about
the face, neck and head, arms , and
other parts of the body, and lived
only five hours.
The house caught
fire, and several hundred dollars' damage was done, wnich is covered by insurance.
Mrs. Edward Mounts, the mother of
the girl, lives in Fort Worth, Texas,
and has been telegraphed for. Miss
Mounts was a beautiful young woman,
and had made her home with the I. likens for three years.

N

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.09

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3.... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vlce
Presidant
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

2H South Second Street.
-- x

$500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE,

Best on

RAN

ROSWELL GIRL BURNED

Auto. 'Phone,

412 W. Railroad Ave.

671.

o o o o

oo-o-

Colo. 'Phone, 234.

o o o o

0
0
0
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NOTICE.
At a special session of the board of
county coimuisslone. s of liernalillo
county, New Mexico, held on the Uth
day of September, I'.'Ou. all the mem
bers being present, the following order
was made,
,
it is ordeied by the board. Mr.
vote,
declining
the
to
that
Sanchez
clerk of this board, be and he hereby
is directed to publish for one week iu
the daily papers of Albuquerque, a notice as follows:
Official Notice as to County Officers.
LAS VEGAS PEOPLE
liy
of the Imard of county
LEAVE FOR SPAIN
commissioners of liernalillo county.
Dr. L. Hernandez and family have! notice is hereby given to the public
left Laa Vegas for Madrid. Spain, ex- - that Perfecto Armijo has been
to be absent for several years. pointed sheriff of said county; that
The family will spend several days ini.lusto K. Arniljo has been appointed
rnew
oi k, taking passage thence to treasurer and
collector of
Havre, France. After a week in Paris said county, and that Andrew P.
they will proceed to Madrid where the stroup has been appointed superln
iioys wllj be placed in school. Dr. Her-- tendent of schools of said county, and
nanuez.asks the Opuc to express his tiat said persons have been recognized
firewell and good wishes to the many: ,v said bod.d as such officers as
s
the family was unable to see said, and are now qualified and
they departed. The family willinK otlieers of the county, and all per- carry witn tnem across the watei from sons having business with either of
Funny .New .Mexico to sunny Spain. said otlieers. are notified to transact
wisnes or a host or iri. mts.
ine
their business only with said otlieers
above named, or their deputies or em
BAPTIST ASSOCIATION
F. W. PALMER,
ployts, and with no one else.
TO MEET AT LAS VEGAS.
him not to take any further action inJAMES A. SI MMEltS, Clerk.
.v...
nf Oscar J. Kicketts. foreSeptember !l, l!in."
The Santa F association of llaptist
It is turl her oi d
d that said ,i.rt Nmn of m inting, and 1.. C. Hay, a Uivichurches, will meet with the FirVt
government pinnIhe
in
a
copy
mail
of
sa1
d
foreman
sloti
notice
each
to
napust ctuiren of l.as egaa on Scp-- i justice ot
ing office, whose resignation Mr. Palthe peace in ihe county
The meeting promise
teniber
mer had requested. Mr. Palmer nad
to be of great interest. While there
Thi Optic sa s
Ed
lie
Johnson.
Ricketts and Hay until Tuesday
are not many churches from which to el sl lile l.a Veaas pain' r, who i given
cause in writing why Ihe
show
to
draw delegates, yet it is expected that mo
Yeft. ni
to
rune
l.as
bad made against ihein
ii'iie
s
be
ehargi
nearly all of the chinches will be rep- gas. till . en
ars ago. w a in tow n .. - should not be operative in removing
resented, and a program of Interest to t ween trains y. ster.lay,
returning
their positions in the event
all Is being arranged. It is hoped that home from the national Grand Army tin in fromfailure
He was
to resign.
of
their
some of the leadinf ministers of the ot the Republh encampment in
office bv telefrom
removed
therefore
denomination may be present. The ver, Colo. Mr.
is now l.tiing graph and directed lo turn over the
program will be published later. All tin;
"vil
world w ai: a- - it will, having government
print ing otlice to Fore
Hervices that will be of general inter- an
lui rat iff iMisit ion as iani- - man ttlcKeus. me inner np..Mn. .... ...
and
eisv
est will be announced.
lor of a c ity scM;ul building In the is believed to be temporary.
Duke City, and pocki ing a snug pen
The president has not delermiiied
VICIOUS ASSAULT
sion cheek at lie i nd of each quai'- - whom he may appoint us successor to
MADE BY NATIVES. ter.
Mr. Palm r.
Deputy Sheriif Pink Edwards of
GOOD
Always Successful.
MAKE
IT
EASY
IS
Iu CLUB
Giant county was at Santa Rita on
le cuiu s chronic
When imiige.-uoi-r
WITH
HOUSI
3READ
official busim-osMr. Edwards
II is dam O'I'oiis. Ko.lnl liy.pi p iu Cure
ports a virions "a
on a young
and all t rouble
will cur. iielig.
There are other wriTINO IN SIGHT r. suii ing llelell'i.lll. tbil pi evetU ing
580
TYPKWU1TERS,
Dr. New-Y.- l
eli.
catarrh of lb
- ays
w.
"To
Hut the I.. C. SMITH BROS, ly FAR l.roiigh, of l.e::'.'
. xc
!s thi in all. Then It has a
thoe siift'.'i'iiig fl OIll iiuiu. st inn or
would sav thai there
and MIMEOGRAPH attach- sour s'oniach
ment, without rxtri charge.
niedy than Ko.lol Dys-p- :
is no bet r
agrto that coffea
N. W. Alger, pepsin Cure.
solicited.
lia .
escribed it for
wiakens thi
g. tieial aent. 121 Mouth Walter St.
a numb, r of at iell - with good suekidneys. Use
K i.o
Hysp.
Cure digests
On v. 'ir wav
ihe stomach
nr.' Saturday night, what yi. u eat in. n
dr..., in; i the Whii:e Elephant, have a sweet. S ,1
a!
C.Kd be :!e, s.iiiie o: our tree lunch,
CENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
i.n
i 1'e.ii.e hap;
I have i;. t.ed a general repair s'nop
corrzz
dry
on
drip,
South Third street, back of Wal-at'food
everywhere"
"D 'lb
w ii h
ton's drug snev.
solicit the trade
mis.
aet'. r c
L. II. SHOEMAKER
of the city.
To build back btalth.
Siibscrii
for Ti
I'ni' ii and get
Subsrnle for The Evening Citizen.
tile Iicwk
nKMi
r,
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Flour, Grain and Provisions

1

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
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BAMBINI HAS OPENED
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST
ROAD AVENUE.

BUSIRAIL-

I have opened a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 209
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage of the general, public.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use wid not Injure the doth. Ladies'
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
Have had la years' experience In
this citv. Give me a trial.

O. BAMBINI.

FRESH

TRY OUR
MEATS AND SAUSAGES
A Specially Fine. Line

Commencing September 15 and daithereafter until October 31 the Santa Fe wili sell tickets to all points in
California at a rate of $25.00, one way
only.
Stop overs allowed. Call on
any agent of the Santa Fe. H. S.
LUT., Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

ly

JEMEZ HOT

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail; only
line w ith a change of stock euroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Allilquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble oi Co., agent,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mtxlco.

attacks of;
infantum,
dysentery, dlar-- i
r'.ioca, Mnmmr complaint of any sort;
UNION MARKET
ou hue Dr. Fowler's Extract of
VY:bt
S'r.iwb, try in tii,. medicine;
Both Phontj. chest.
W. G
Avenue
No ti. ed to fear sudden

cholera
;

107

SPRINGS

1

HYDRAULIC

COMPANY

STONE

AUTOMATIC
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GIRLS

GIRLS
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Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 2S 1
Vest Gobi Avenue, ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
B.
have for a short time a few good
Room 17. N. T. Armijo Building.
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms.
AT l:ED.ROCK PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
trotn ll)u to $:;oo; $10 down, and $1 1.1YERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSper week. This is a good Investment
FER STABLES
and will double in price In a short Horses and Mules bought and extime. We have renters for all classes
changed.
of buildings, but ve.y few to rent. It
CITY
will pay Mm to list your property BEST TC KNOUTS IN THE
Second street, lutween Railroad aiyl
wi'h us.
business entrusted with
5
Copper aveiiui s.
us will ice. ive prompt attention.
$25.00 V
SECOND CLASS
$25.00
MERCHANT TAILOR
Colonist Rates to California.

!

J

M.

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which Justl-fleOur prices will
us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

PEACH & CO.

N. A.

i

TAB-I'l.ATO- It

ALBUQUERUE, N.

AVENUI

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

;'fAvVr

afure-friend-

1878

Undertaking

VJtV
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ESTABLISHED

l. a. PUTNEY
WHOLESALE GROCER

If
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acid-lade-

i

Physicians

$100,000
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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PIONEER BAKERY
disease in in the dr:
scales form on the
SIMON SMAI.LINO, Proprietor.
is the same humor'
(Successor to Palling Bros.)
skin, but the i
ilp s, coolinij washes. WEDDING
in the Mood,
CAKE3 A SPECIALTY.
l
e can do nothing
powders and
We desire patronage and we guarmore "Ihan ri b ve the itching, because antee first class baking.
IjIimmI,
they do not re... .i the
Albuquerque.
207 s. First Street.
the scat of t' troiibie. K S. S. cur.-Eczema and i.r. kill diseases by neutral-an- d
izing the aei.
tarrying them oil
through the t .jH-- channels. When
S. S. S. has
.lie this the symptoms PAINTS,. OILS,. VARNISHES. AND
pass away, tbt blood is cooled and
BRUSHES
the disease ia
Palmetto Roof Paint. Stops all leaks.
cured perma- One gallon Devoe's Paint Covers
Sometimes

a

President Luther Fostef of tie New
Mexico college of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla park, will visit
Estaneia some time soon and make an
address to the people of (the valley on
the subject of dry farming and intensive cultivation. It may be arranged
toy Prof. Foster to make his address
during the session of the Torrance
county fair, this fall.

J,

O. A. &LEYSTE&

ij.t T had pnatular Ec
hi in It on t in am nil w lilts
..ii in v tiiro find hanrlp.
k v li 'I 'I crnata wouli!
l. nvinir the akin red

form, and br:o:

ins. who ktiio.-- hiins If in
Vent . 'v a s well
hotel in Bu'tc.
.vitig
,.;!oi
known 'n the I'eco
la-- t
win- spen' some lime at
hat
ter In newspaper work. It !;J
he v.is formerly editor of t he JelTer- u
pintason C.tv. Mo., Tribuiu .nil
I
in t iii Missetiri politics". il e was a
Iitotiier-'p-ldCock ell,
of Si tutor
was iiiciut 'd consul .'enernl to
an
.;.
He
i..IV Mdcnt Cleveland
IV- good fellow ill t
was iiu .v. n a :'.nd c.'iii plenty of money.
cos on ii
Ti e it. n; .:'at' eiiue of hi rash
lability lo jay a c'leck
act u:is ri
for $!':r. tl".it be iaii given on Senator CUrk's lank in Llutte, which had
been proustd. He had been a sufferer from the e,T"cts of sun stroke
for some time ind bis fortune dwin- died away.
n. n.

.

,

,

afr.

;

RECORD

E. B. EWING

i
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The peach crop in Eddy county has
been fine, and thousands of boxes of
peaches have been shipped from
Carlsbad.
GRAND

'

'

ples.

COUNTY

means
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausags Factory.
to ivrtna suuerers.
;tb burning ncida
EMIS KLEINWORT,
w Mi ii is forced to the
Pudding, North Third Street.
Masonic
nfld
lainlj,
I'orrs
i.irh ilisrliarea sticky
wratlu--

Benin; It won
PUDMC.
puamlnn,
a
Kooirl 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
form unit dro;r
w is torruentrl with
Automatic Telephone, 171.
ml lnflitnieJ
i
liiiminir character.
tlv ltchluglstic of tlio f! ... jo"1 l..r live yeara, and
various merticnted
durinaT tho t:i
aoapR, ointrte i. .i u i.t wrsIiii, but thes?
to uir ke me a.jvso.
Smoke the White Idly Cigar.
applications
li. S. a shcrt tima be-- i
After takinf
dirt
itcltinir
tlie
not
Kan to Imp:
CIGARS
JOE RICHARDS
worry me a.' ' ;. irli. 1 continuod t.'ie
mBctictne, an ii.m nil the tiifly r
,md i:.y el'ln is in j a
tionci diaappe
113 12 W. Railroad Avenue.
's. I iinve not teen
clear na unr
out since.
troublod with av brei.kiuif
Ii. E. KELLY.
Vcbanit, O.

'

HELD FOR LINCOLN

'
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Thm doctor'-

THE APPLE CROP
A

M

rja

Meat Market

'

B.

Made Known on ApplfcatloL

f

and acrii' j:i y
aurface tliro.;
fortnln; pusti .:
fluid, and the

1

BREAKER.
s
nppb
tnis year in
The yield of
fcwtoerftar will eonfar a faror by notifying uf Chaves'connty will be one of the most
amraadiatcty on any
of tlia papar.
bountiful in the history of the valley.
At least loo.uuo boxes will be ship-n.- '
AH lattara and ramitianrea atiould be. addreaaed ti
The amiics are of superior
Tub Citizen Publishing CoairANY. Drmfta. g;nde, and a n ady wholesale market
obaefca. poatoffrc and Ripmu coon ay ordart
is found for them In the larser Texas
There
auat ba mada payabla to tha ordar af th 'cities at 2'2 cents per pound.
pounds to the box. and the
are
amount shipped will be Tr.oibonil
OU
TlilPHOHII
pounds, which, at
2'i cents per
Boll 13. iiound. will bring $IS7.."i00.
automatic 183.
From t!ie J. J. Hagernian orchard
alone at least 70.01111 boxes will be
formerly
shipped. .1. J. Hagermati
lived in Colorado and has made a forTERRITORIAL TOPICS
tune in the Pecos valley lalsing apIdTirllsfng Rates

The blooil is

'

llonlen and a. party of men
2.".
have gone to the oil fields filteeti
miles east of Gallup, and will begin
pally by Carrier, 60c per month a systematic prospecting campaign.
There is no doubt about the province
Tub Evening Citizen will b delivered In thi or oil If they can succeed In striking
tftr at the? low rat of 20 cent per wk, or for fi the vein.
11.

The return
return of to;t

THIRD STREET

AND BURNS

ITCHES

OF HATS

AGAIN ON AT GALLUP.

-

month
tfaealy by a.ail, ona year

ECZEMA

STRING

Saturday hisht. Iy seven other
TIIC EVENING CITIZEN lat
Mexicans, who were Intoxicated at

MONDAY, SEPT. 11, 1905.

GIRLS

!

!

LUNCH

After the show, or after cards; In fact, after any entertainment.
a host can smile and say: "Let's have a little lunch," boullion,
rarebit, chocolate or any of those d.ielous dainties that can be
prepared on a gas range, without changing your gown. You
can do this if you have a gas range.

I'

t
m

)
V

See the Gas Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.
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St.

ooovtoioaotoctct

Michael's

College

SANTA FE, N. M.

The

Forty-Seven- th

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

EVENING C1TIZK,

ALUUQUKHOUE

MONDAY, SEPT. 11, 1905.
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Albaqtieiqe Always Booms in the Winter
PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST
chance for wage earners to makq big money; 150 beautiful 50 foot
Residence LotsEastern Addition, Highlands. Today, price only $100,
$150, $200 per lot. YOU CAN A J s
Aa
DOUBLE YOURxWAGES BY BUYING $1U U0YI1--$- 1
Per Week
A LOT NOW.
A

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

i

mOAHO

&!.LU
naSHlX
rt(gg MSg..nyg7ii

W. H.

Greer, Pres.
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Just Received
A
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Railroad Topic;
The Railway Signal association will
meeting at Niaga.a!
hold its annual-Kails on Oeeober 10.
It is reported that the Southern Pacific has placed an order for oO.oiim
tons of steel rails with the Krupps
of Germany.

of the

Southern Kansas division of!
the Santa Fe, with 'headquarters at1
Chariute, Kan. J. B. Trainer of Trin-- I
idad, Colo., succeeds Mr. Olipliant as
roadmasttr on the Rio Grande division.
m

j

m

m

SANTA FE IMPROVING
LOCAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE.
Fireman F. E. Krohn, who bas been,
for some time past on the engine at
Extensive improvements are now
the Bellsmont cinder pit, has been under way in the local telegraph oftransferred to the canyon pit.
fice of the Santa Fe. New tables, inB. F. Ketchum, of 'winslow, has a struments, etc., are being installed,
to making the office in
contract from the railroad company preparatory
this city a relay and wire testing stato :aise a pipe line at Rluewater, N. tion.
improvements will necessiM., anil is now superintending
the tate theThe
employment of five additional
job.
operators, which will make a regular
The Winslow Mail says: S. B. Run-ya- working foice of seven." These imemployed here as an operator by provements are made necessary by
the Santa Fe, leaves for Albuquerque, the large increase In business of the
t

where ae has accepted a position as road at this point.
night wire chief for the same interW.D. FINNEY PROMOTED
ests.
.
TO TRAIN DISPATCHER.
The Mexican Central railway has begun preparations to change from coal
W. D. Finney, for the past three and
to oil for fuel on the locomotives of one-hal- f
years manager of the Santa
Aguas.
Calientes and Tamuieo di Fe telegraph office in this city, has
its
visions. It is the intention to extend! been promoted to train dispatcher at
the use of oil fuel on the other di-- j Williams, Ariz. He will dispatch
divisons later.
trains on the Santa Fe's Grand Canyon
and left last night for WilThe pretty mission style station of, liamsline,
to enter upon his new duties. A.
the Santa Fe railway at Raton is be- - W. Ivmglas,
I.a Junta, succeeded
ing repaired. A new cornice is being Mr. Finney asof manager
tlie Albuconstructed to replace the old one, querque office, and has ofalready
enwhich was built of sand and lime and! tered upon his duties.
easily disintegrated by the action of
Mr. Finney has been with the Santa
the elements.
Fe for about ten years, coming to
Conductor Ed J. Malone, who had New Mexico from the east, where he
charge of the passenger run on the was in the e,mpioy of a trunk line. He
Ailzona & New Mexico road, while first went to work at San Marcial and
Conductor Reardon was in California, was located there for six years, comis now enjoying a vacation in Kl Paso, ing to Albuquerque from there. Durand it Is rumored that he is having a ing his residence in this city he has
many friends
made
who will be
good time.
pleased to learn of his deserved proIt hag been announced that M. R. motion.
Sebree, superintendent of the Mexico
division of the Rock Island system, COMMANDER TANNER AND
with headquari" s at Dalhart, has reTHE POET SCOUT
signed it is ; cd'-inn-,
10 taUe effect at
once, and that C. M. Jones, trainmaster at Iialhart, has been appointed CAPT. JACK CRAWFORD
WRITES
to succeed Mr. Sebree.
A POETICAL LETTER TO THE
Reports are cm rent that Mrs. Hetty
NEW GRAND ARMY COMMAND-ER- .
Green of New York, has loui;ht the
line of the Texas &
New Orleans railroad.
If such is a
It Is a well known and recognized
fact, K. H. R. Green's road, the Texas
Midland, will have an air line from fact" that the tw o men w ho have done
Paris, Texas, to the gulf, besides an more to bring about a fraternal feelentrance into Dallas and good terminal ing between the "Blue" and "Grey,"
than any other two living men. are
facilities.
a
the new coiiimandei-in-Ciiief- .
Corporal
It has been learned from officials of .lames A. Tanner, and Cap'. Crawford,
the rnii, that the Eastern Oklahoma "The I'oet Scout."
division of the Santa Fe will be
Two years ago "('apt. .lack" was
known hi ncefonli as the main freietit the substitute for General John U. Gorline In ween Chicago ami Kansas City don, the great boiiihirn orator, in his
to Oklahoma and Texas points. The home stale at the Georgia Chautautonne:' main line running
south qua, and captured the governor and
through Arkansas City, Guthrie and his staff and tlie ll.iioo people assemOklahoma will be used for passenger bled in his splendid audi"iice.
and local freight service. The eastCapt. Jack Crawford brought about
ern Oklahoma line was constructed the first real fraternal reunion of the
wiia this point in view. It runs by Blue and Grey t went v seven ytars ago
way of Pawnee. Stillwater and Shaw- In San Francisco when he organized
nee, to Paul's Valley.
a benefit for Gene:al Joint B. Hood's
eleven orphan children, w In n the genarrangeIt is reported that traffic
eral ami his devoted wife died of yelments have been made between the low
f. ver at New Orleans, and liver
Santa Fe and Hock Island lailmads. $
was the result.
and that beginniug in November the
Within an hour after Corporal TanGolden State limited, operated by the
as elected coin ma
li cli u f ,
latter road, will run through to the ner wCrawford
had wri'ten the followcoast over the Santa Fe lim s. The Capt.
Rock
has service within 1"U ing letter, which went in t In- mail on
miles of Albuquerque,
and it is the same train with the. new commanwiiii Mrs. TanUioiinht that
a connection will be der to San I'laiici.-c- o
made at that place with 'he Santa Fe. ner and their daughters. Ada and NetThe added traffic that the Rock Island tie, where hey are to meet tiie corwill bring to the Santa Fe will nia- ' poral's youngest son. l.i, tit K. u Tantonally iu tease the number of trams tier, on bin way hoi e Iron Mani a,
This poetil ai let r is c ha fact rif to
cl'tring the w inii r months.
of but h men and t h ir b: hear, im
RO A DM AST E R A. L. OUPHANT
;.li tlM ;..:. deu: !:.
QUITS RIO GRANDE DIVISION.
p. in..
leli er Colo..
I
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K ,:dinas, r A. I.. Olipliant, of the
It'.o (.l.ltele division of the ,.l:;ta Fe.
w:t:i 1: a mu.ittt rs at San Alarctal. has
resii-nto i.iUe a
portion until r Sh ,,.t. in endc. nt J. F. MeN.iliy. urR;o
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and Use of
In the summer months constant vig-

Making a Hit

Like Finding Money.

Finding health Is like finding money
so think those"wM are sick. When
you have a cough, co'.d. sore throat, or
chest irritation, belter act promptly
like W .C. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va.
He says: "I had a terrible chest trouble, caused by smoke ami coal dust on
my lungs; but. after finding no relief
was cured by Dr.
in other remedies,
King's New Discovery for Consumption. Coughs and Colds." Greatest sale
of any cough or lung medicine In the
world. At ad druggists; .10 cand $1.00;
guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
1

'

WITH OUR

Pllsnor Boor

Mi-o-n- a

mouth, dizziness, heartburn, specks
befote the eyes, furred tongue, sleeplessness, and debility or weakness, It
shows that the stomach needs the
help of
Just one little tablet
out of a BO cent box of
before
each meal for a few days, and you
will regain perfect health and strength
and be proof against the gernia of
summer diseases.
Ask J. 11. O Rielly & Co. to show
you the guarantee under which they
sell
It costs nothing unless
it restores health.

I
what we ara doing with vry
one who testa It ditlloiMw flavor and strengthening qtiaUVM.
bv-rag- e
There la no warm
that can ccmpar with
thla refreshing drink en warm
day.. It la net only pleasant to
taste, but la invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartos; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.

wthr

a.

a

Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

NEWSPAPERS

DOUGLAS

&

The first week of the

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Colo. Phone 93

OOOOOOOOOOOO'0

SUED FOR LIBEL.
Julius Welgenhausen, formerly of
Cenrral City, who has been in the saloon business at Douglas for some
time, has sued the two Douglas papers for libel, and asks for many thousands of dollars in damages, says the
l.ordshnrg Liberal. The papers recently pi inted an account of how Julius had gone liome a little early one
night, and about the time he made
his presence known a man Jumped out
of the back door, and took down the
street, leaving his shoes and Mrs.
Wi 'lgenhausen
Julius folbehind.
lowed, and took a few shots at the flying man, but did not get him. It is
not publicly slated why Julius is suing
for damages, hut it is presumed to be
because of the reflection on his marksmanship.

Auto phone, 3K.

Bell phone, 113.

Residence

Auto

pared with the firstweek's attendance
of iast year is very encouraging," said
Sister Sunerior last evening. "I.a8t
year we beganu with sixty pupils, and
closed with 110. We began this year
with ninety enrolled and the prospects
are that this number will be added to
during the term until we will have
130 pupils at the close.
Prof. Mon-toy- a
will give lessons in Spanish for
us twice a week, Mondays and Thurs
days being the days chosen, for the-- 1
Spanish classes. The dormitory department of the .school will accommodate about twenty scholars."

Black or White Hearsev

j

Emtomlmer

0

Commercial Club Building.
CITY UNDERTAKER.
$3.00.

A

UNDERWOOD

5fc'
4j'fi

Er3

Numerous and Worthless.

is in the name when it
mes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. Dei
w itt & Co., of Chicago, discovered
some years airo how to make a salve j
from Witch Hazel that Is a specific
for piles. For blind, bleeding, itching
and protruding piles, eczema, cuts,

VISIBLE

'WIS

ivIS,v.-
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TYPEWRITERS

r.

j
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The best machine la the
world. This is no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and has
200,000 in use.
If you

interested In typewriters call or address

burns, bruises and all skin diseases
De Witt's Salve has no equal. This
has given rise to numerous worthless
counterfeits.
Ask for De Witt's the
genuine. 'Sold by all druggists.

Lydia E. Pinh.ham's Vegetable Compound is Especially Successful in, Curing This Fatal
Disease.

phone. No. 2f9.

A. B ORDERS, runr.l Director mnd

GEO.

S. RAMSEY

401 W. R. R. Ave.
General Agent for
New Mexico

Woman s Kidney Troubles

term of

1115--

school at St. Vincent's Academy closed last night.
"The first Week's attendance com-

'

Ice Company

ST. VINCtNT ACADEMY OPENS
WITH LARGE ATTENDANCE

jjr

--

--

Summer Months Call for Constant Vigilance

sons.

of all

p.w

rtffTi,"STfc

Sellers, filgr.

LOOK OUT FOR GERMS NOW

San Marcial is enjoying a decided1
liooni these days. The town is to
have electric lights in a short time.
W. M. B.oyles, the well known banker
and miller of that city, is building an
up to date electric light plant, which.
In addition to furnishing lights
for
the city, will supply power to run the
flouring mills of Mr. Broyles.
The Santa Fe Is making $15,00(1
worth of improvements to protect the
town against floods In the future, and
this, together with other activity, is
lurnlsnlng a good deal of employment

jmmtMumumtmttt
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ROOMS
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FINK KKSTAUllANT IN CONNECTION

Z

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

!J

f
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SEVERE ELECTRIC STORM
IN MESILLA

VALLEY.
I

Las Cruces and vicinity was visited
Wednesday night by, one of the heaviest falls of rain in many years, accompanied by an electrical storm of
unparalleled brilliancy.
During the
storm lightning struck a tiee in Jacob
Schatihlln's yard. The only casualties
so far reKrted are the wite and one
of the children of Dr. Lane, who were
knocked down by lightning and have
entirely recovered.

LID ON TEXAS MASHERS;
NEW LAW AT HOUSTON
linuMoll,

Sel

xas.

Tc

The city
following or-- !

1

1

adopted tin
illnaiice:
any
"Section l.i That hereafter
iimlr ie:on in the city of Houston
who shall Mare at. or make what is
eyes, at .or
commonly called "goo-gooiu any oilier manner look at or make
remarks to or concerning, or cough
or whistle at. or do any other act to
attract the attention of any woman or
female person upon or traveling the
streets of Houston, with the intent
or in a manner calculated to annoy
or to attempt to flirt with any such
woman or female person, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon imiviction thereof in the corporation court of the iity of Houston
shall be fini d in iitiy sum not to excomniihMoii

ited.

J

Ml. '

1

No
IT

t

I

fitzts.

ani-- r

ilance la necessary, or dangerous disease germs will be absorbed from food
or drink.
summer complaints
The
and bowel troubles do not come to
people with a healthy stomach, for
Dame Nature kills the disease germs
Rtood
Agnint us on those He d's of blood with the natural juices secreted by
And he who pulled
the lanyard the healthy, digestive organs.
When there are pains or distress
when
Your limbs were left in yonder glen, after eating, headache, belching of
gases, sour food, and bad taste in the
If in the flesh could stand by you,
Would show a loyal snirit too;
Thank God for this. I prophesy
That loyal Blue and loyal Grey
WATER WORKS ASSURED
In grand convention soon will stanir,
FOR TOWN OF DEMING.
As great as I.ee in that command
now,
Beyond the stars, are standing
The Deming Graphic is informed hy
With honest laurels on each brow.
Col. Smith that the money to build the
And smiling as our loves increase
works for Deming is now in the
For jubtice, truth and lasting peace. water
bank, that the site for the well U loFraternally yours.
cated near the railroad yard, in front
CAPT. JACK CRAWFORD.
of Mr. Wamel's residence, and thai
It is not unlikely that "The Poet
work will rapidly go on to comScout" wiil be the new commander's the
pletion. Continues the Graphic: We
Rpecial aid de camp and should they have
watted long and patiently lor
make a tour of the soeth together this town
improvement,
their reception would he second only Smith has been untiring inandhis Col.
efto that of the president' himself.
forts to "get a move" on this enterprise that would not only begin but
ELECTRIC LIGHTS
complete the work, and he is entitled
of Deming
FOR SAN MARCIAL to tlie thanks of the people
for his final success. -

-

I

M, W. Flournoy, Sec.
D. K. B.
up;mr u.zjf
EJumy na;.1.
.

m.-.rja&-

Are your's In overflowing measure.
No purer, grander, greater treasure
Than gratitude, can man bestow.
Dear Jim, In one great overflow
I fling It out. to you today,
A rustic, rugged wild bouquet.
To you who well can understand,
As free as kiss from baby band.
And thus I voice from rank and file,
The love and gratitude, the while
Of every honest man and true.
Not only of the royal Blue,
But let me emohaslze and say,
Of every man who wore the Grey,
And stood before the cannon's
mouth;
t
For I, while In the sunny south,
Have felt the pulse of man who

large assortment of everything new anil nobby In the furniture line. Our mammoth furniture emporium is replete with
everything to make housekeeping pleasant and at prices that
will not hurt your pocketbook.
It will pay you to investigate
our stock, before purchasing.
We can furnish your home complete. Special attention given to
mail orders. "Get the Habit."

V-Pr- es.

mu-u-j-

cratufc.

J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Company

Solomon Luna,

K.ii
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IVES, THE FLORIST.

Tlr s.J. W.

Lana and Tlrs.

Of all the diseases known, with
which women are afflicted, kidney disease is the most fatal. In fact, unless
early and correct treatment is applied,
the wtury patient seldom (survives.
Heinp fully aware of this, Mr, l'ink-bau- i.
early in her career, gave exhaustive study to tlie subject, and in
her great reined v for womun's
ills Lydia K. i'iiiUham'h Vegetable
Compound was careful to see that it
contained the correct combination of
herbs which whs sure to. control that
fatal disease, woman's 1; idary troubles.
The Vegetable Compound acts in harmony' with tlie laws that govern the
entire female system, and while there
are many so called remedies for kidney
troe'des. Lydia K. I'inkhaiu's Vegetable Compound is the only one especially prepared for women, und thousands have been cured of serious kidney
derangements by it. I 'erangemcnts of
the feminine organs quickly affect the
kidneys, ami when a woman has such
nyiiipUmis us pain or weight in the
i
mg down pains,
loins, backache.
urine too freqm lit scanty o.' high colored, producing scalding or burning,
or deposits like hi ;i k dust in it; unusual thirst, va ,! lie i.f hands and feet,
s eliii' under he e - or sharp pains
in the back rii ii !i .i. !' down the
of her groin she in a ,' be Mire her kid
tieys are ad'ccicd and should lose no!
time in eonibtiting the diseiise with
t.vdia K. I'inlib. mi's Vegetable
'lie iM.ii.ai, 4 remedy f,,r w o- in-i-

ma

Fresh Cut Flowrg.

D.i'i't wait Jor an mansion
as the humane way.
with
i
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Machine

Works

Proprietor
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Ropmlrm on Mining mnd Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N.

"rake

&.

Mrs. Samuel l'rake,
lams, X. J., wri cs :
:

'

... s

M.

of I'rosjiect

rinkhaii:
cniinnt thank you nnugh for wlmt Lydia
Vegetable 'lunpound lias dune
forme. Vt hen 1 lirst wrote to you I hud
for yearn with what the doctor called
kidney trouble and congestion of the womb.
My back ached drendfully all the time, and I
fchng I
nulcered so with that liearuig-dowcould hurdly walk across t'i riom. I did not
.
so decided to stop doctoring
gi t any Is
villi uiv physician and take Lvilia K.
Vegetuble ( oin k aind mid 1 am thankI do all
ful to say it hits entirely cur-- , I me.
uiv own uork, lutvn no more backache uad
all the bad symptoms have disapieui'eil.
I cannot praise your medicm" enough, and
would advise all women
wilh kidney
trouble to try it.
Mrs J. v. Lunp. of 020 Third Avenue, New York, writes:
llear Mrs. I'iiikham:
1 huve lieen a great turTerer with kidney
trouble. My liack ached fill tun time and I
1 heard that Lydia K.
was discouraged
riiikbaiu'H Vegetable Comsaiud would curt
kidney
and 1 liegau to take it uud it
bus cured me w lien everj thing e had fulled.
I have recoiiiiiieuded
it to loin of jmojiIu and
they all piuise il very highly.
K. I'inkliHiii

I

The St.' Elmo

Finest

tU-r-

I'nik-liion- 'a

Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

u

X20 West Raflroai

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

Arcnae

smb-rin-

;

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAl'ICH
Alwaya la
Plaster, Lime, Ceineut,
stock.
1 .lint,
Glass, Sash Doors, etc.

PAINT
SHKKM.W WILLIAMS
Covers inoi'i.i, looks beat, wears
longest, most, ecoiiouiical, full

HU11.I iLNG

iia .isiii ...

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

FIRST STRCtT AND COAL AVE.

M.

ci--

M rs. lMukham's Mainline;
vilnt ion.

from kidney
Miff'Timf
trouble or any form of female weak- e
ness are invited to promptly' ciiinuiiini-eatWilli Mrs 1'ink iiaui. at Lynn,
Mass. Out of tin; great voluinu of experience which he has to draw from,
it is more than likclv she has the
know 'edge that ,iil help your case.
lnnv Her advice is fiee anj alwas helpl?tuici!y for Koiuan's Ills.

A('(JlTAINTKI)

CWV
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Wmnen

he follow in;' letters nliow
ful.
mnrvi donsiy success t'u. it is.
E. IMnkhara's Vcictafcle ConiliounJ I a Ko.n.bi's
'J

couk

.

Kuihlings.

Ciun-I'oiiii-

i.

Foundry and

Iron and lirasg Castings; Ore, Coal 'and Lumber Card; ShaftinKS.
IMilbys, Grade Hars, Babbit Metal; Columns and lion Fronts for

e-

pleasure is.'
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Albuquerque
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KNIGHTS OF THE MIDNIGHT
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SUN

ALL NIGHT

Grand Garnival Mask Ball
ELKS HALL

SATLRIUY. SEPT.

WOODM i:X OI.'l llKS'l'KA

23, '05

AD.MLSSKLV S1.M

MOURNFUL,

By The Citizen Publishing Company
president

OVli CililiAT

SWEET, SERENE
MONTH OF MEMORIES

luMlshpl Dally and Weekly

,

W. 8. STRICKLER

By Minnif

Rid

MUST SHOW HIM
SAD

Oh lioiinllng season of dream

R)KliST PUOIlUiM

New York Banker Who Grubstaked Death Valley Miner

ih,

mournful sweet

Sep- -

ember,

to Force a Showdown.

Ye hold me

-

o

pro-lect- s
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ANTONIO APACHE

$690,000,000.

Water Is still rising in Salton sea, a statement made
by the San Bernardino Index, and in which a number of
Albuquerque citizens are Interested. Attempts to check
the inflow at thj intake of the Imperial canal have so far
been fruitless, but the engineers still claim that they will
be able to place the gate in position. It is admitted that
the Inflow is constantly increasing, and it is believed by
some observers that nearly all of the Colorado river is
uiw flowing into lie Fa'.toi. .lu.'iu.
the production of cement in this country
amounted to 300,000 barrels. As recently as that date
builders were ready to declare that for borne inexplicable
reason it was Impossible to make cement in the Cnited
States which would meet every requirement. Three
years later the output of American cement works had increased to 21,000,000 barrels, aud the Scientific American
declares that the product is "in every way superior to
the foreign article."
In 1901

SELECTIONS MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
Fine Fruit Exhibit.
Grludle has a fine exhibit of Colfax county
fruit in the window of his drug store. It consists of sev
eral apples of remarkable sire and brilliancy, which were
brought to the city as a part of a wagon load of the same
kind from the ranch of M. M. Chase in the Cimarrou val
ley. Mr. Chase has an orchard covering about thirty
acres and each year raises an abundance of apples of
excellent quality. Those in Mr. Grindie's window would
tie a worthy exhibit, of Colfax county fruit at the Albu
querque fair. Raton Range.
M. R.

Indian Dances.

Raton Record.

We have all heard of the good time coming when
every day will be Sunday bye and bye. But according to
the New York Press such Is the couditiou right now, for
a ueruetual Sabbath Is being celebrated on earth. The
Greeks observe Momlay, the Persians Tuesday, the As
yrians Wednesday, the Egyptians Thursday, the Turks
Friday, the Hebrews Saturday and the Christians Sun cm.
day. So really it is Sunday every day to some one on
earth.

Both Statements True.
11(
Nothing so greatly impi-iy- e
appearance of
In five yelirs 2.418 employes have been retiree! from cry a cement wulks borde-eon both sides with grass
the active service of the Pennsylvania railroad conipuuy and trees Roswell Record.
Yes, if the whole effect Isn't spoiled by iwisightl
Bnd put on a pension list. Five hundred and sixty-eigh- t
were between the ages of ti5 and tli. and of these 4 !! weed, as it U on some Ijs Vegas streets with beautiful
ere retired on their own request. The company pay shade trees and cement walks. I. as Vegas Optic.
which
the operating expense (,f its pension dinar-iner- t
Another Important Crop.
has distributed some l,Cf'0,000 in the f ve year.
i ne lonuii itoii in uie iceos va ev n t ie v e n tv
i 'aim
if Carlsbad wlli this year be very satisfactory, notwithSanta Fe Is the only city in Ni w Mm!"-- , i'
ed, which has a kindergarten as an liie.'r;i, i,i.-- t f.f ,ts standing the fact that it has been raised almost entirely
free school system. What is the matter w.tn Al'ei'Hier without Irrigation. This crop bids fair to become, in the
h;ch near future, one of the most important crops of that secque. Las Vegas, Roswell, Ra'mi, and other
Ai, n
could be mentioned, that they are not in the inarch of tion of New Mexico. Roswell Hegisler.
progress?
Very Good Advice.
According to Maxwell's Talisman, in tin Sierras ea-- t
Santa Fe county orchan. lists and fruit growers will
of Fresno, Cal., la a tree 109 feet in circumference ut make a serious blunder if :h,v do r,,t prepare rnd make
base. It is considerably larger than "General Sherman" pi'o i r exhibits of thair i.e f'.i.is ai the comiii? Al' .!
ue and Las V.gi? f., v T!,t4 yrur gan(a fc counand "General Grant," the two which heretofore were the qi.-.recognized monarch of the "Llg trees."
ty fruit beats the world. New Mexican.
."
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wear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear Co.
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M. MANDELL

FINE CLOTHING

AND FURNISHINGS
0
OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladdam

your heart and warm your hovM
when Its cold.
Fill your bins ft
next winter now and avoid the ruah.
LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal
WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Orea
Mill wood, 12.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44
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On the Following,

$12

Refrigerators

at

25c
20c
$1-2-

$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

TERED THE "CAN" BEFORE
NEW ARTISTS COULD GET INTO
STREET CLOTHES.

ALVARADO

FIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE.

ra'JX'tatfTi'ww

e

Have Ycu Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry work? Try it and see how durable It is.
Notice how long it keeps, It finish. We turn out linen, white as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

Imperial
Laundry Co.
" RED WAGONS"
oooooooooo ooooocoooo,
PEOPLE TRADE WITH

TMm
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UNDERTAKERS
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Bargains in unredeemed diamonds.
in

SUPERINT
FAIRVIEW
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NDENT8
SANTA

118 RAILROAD

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

at Denver, the Casino management
telegraphed t have the tickets sent
to the remaining members, canceled.
The nr.--t consignment was quite sullicient for !h management to Bee that
they were ,H,t what was wanted. They
were not Hie class to suit the patrons
of the Caino, and until something can
lie secured, free concerts will be given
at the Casino each evening by orchestras from the city, from it o'clock till
10:30. These concerts will probwbly
continue lor a week, and in the meantime, Miss Marion Whitiug, who appeared at the Casluo Saturday night,
will go east anil tiy out a number of
teams In an effort to get some that
will fill the bill. The Casino managetroupe
ment hope to have a
of players on the boards by next Saturday niht.

estab-tabllshme- nt
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Large New Stock Just In. Everybody
Welcome to look through our large
ev
three floor repository.

Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.

1

ooooooooooooo
THE DUKE CITY
Tea and Cojfejjo

West Gold Ave.,
Will open for business tomorrow, with Just what the
housekeepers of Albuquerque
have been a long time In
need of a store making a
of high grade
specialty
TEAS, COFFEES,
EXTRACTS, SPICES
AND BAKING POWDER
Butter and Eggs.
A large stock of premiums.
Old 'Phone, 98.
118

'

The largest pawnbroker's
the southwest.

NEXT TO ST. ELMO

wn.

i

THE MAN YOU CAN TRUST

AVENUE

SzSr'ySSSt

MONUMENTS.

201-21-

PHARMACY
BOTH TELEPHONES

AVE.

o. w.

'Canned," Is the appendage attached
to the Denver vaudeville aitists alter
their first tryout Saturday night. One
stunt each was all the audience one
of the largest ever seen at the Casino
could stand, and the Casino management was affected likewise. One
stunt each from Davis' artistic finds
was enough to make the lights go out.
it was like
amateur's night ut the
chutes. The players were jeered and
hooted, but they were really so coarse
that they piistook the egi:s for bou
quets. The Casino management had
been humbugged by a lot of "fiosts.
amateur selections, and the audience
was sympathetic with the management. The audience "kidded" the performers to' the extent of the price of
admission. Individual members of
the Wade Musical company, came to
the rescue, however, and lessened the
tedium between the bad numbers, by
catchy song and dialogue. So infuriat
ed was the management of the Ca
sino with the new actors that the
'can" was tied to them before they
had time to get into their street cloth
ing after the performance.
The Wade company came to the res
cue again last night and another large
crowd would have been sent away well
pleased, hut for the appearance of
another duet of the Denver "finds."
Fortunately, the worst of the pair
came at the close of the performance
and the audience did not stay to bear
the finish. Really, it was so very rotten that the audience couldn't stand
it, and some of them weren't so very
paitlcular, either.

PROPRIETORS

$6
25c
20

ADMINIS

MANAGEMENT

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.

.. .$6.75

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

BOUQUETS

BEST SERVICE, BEST PRICES.

$9

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD
CASINO

IN THIS COUNTRY FOR YOU It HEALTH PERHAPS, AND DON'T
NEED MUCH MEDICINE, BUT WHAT YOU DO USE SHOULD BE
THE BEST OF ITS KIND.
"BEST" IS OUR HOBBY, BEST ASSORTMENT, BEST GOODS.

Special Prices

VAUDEVILLE ACTORS MISTOOK
EGGS

YOU ARE OUT

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

One hundred San Juan Indians have been engaged
to give the great ceremonial sun dance of the ancient
Aztecs, and also the eagle, bear, deer and corn dance at
FREE CONCERTS THIS WEEK
the Northern New Mexico Fair in Las Vegas next month
United States troops and the New Mexico guard will as
Disappointed and thoroughly dis
sist in giving a number of realistic representations of gusted
with the earlier arrivuls of the
fights, stage robberies, etc., illustrailve of frontier days
vaudeville artists, whieli were engaged
Good for Thi Section.
Silver bullion is rapidly rising in price and ti is pi'
dieted by persons in a position to know that it will go
still higher now that the war In the Far East is at au
end and the channels of commerce are to be again
thrown open in two of the greatest stiver using countries
in the world, Japan and China.
Silver City Indepeiid

mmvm

last thing in the World a Man Should think of buying is
Underwear.' We sell no Underwear that we can not
We have many excellent lines, Fleeced Lined,
-- r
Natural Wool, Merino Camel's1 Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Wool, etc. , etc. Underwear at 50c, $ .00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling. It's
the best value in the land for the money. Ask to see what interests
you, and you'll soon discover that this is the Store for Men's Under-

HIS AGENT

..i'Ii Valley miner of
Scotty, tli
into notoriety
.I ( tine
California,
recently tli: ,.h his famous record-acros- s
the confluent,
breaking ti
il off in Albuquerque
and who
ii
on his way
after creating a sen- Is now cornered
i.
nation in r
ed to make good.
and hns bee
According ,i Hie Los Angeles Ex- (lirard, the New lork
nminor, J.
ii isiaked Scott y to the
banker who
extent, of
", has made formal de-miner for a share In
maud upon
marvelously rich gold
his suppose
has delegated Antonio
mine. Girui
s
v of the Alvarado
Apache, forn
city, and a well
rio rooms .i
known Indi.ri newspaper and magazine writer ei' the southwest, to look
after his inti rests.
Antonio Apache Is now In Ixis Angeles- and on Saturday last he had a
stormy nio'img with the Death Valley miner )'i ' lie Lnnkorshlm hotel in
that city, lb which both men engaged
In the use of vile epithets and all but
came to bio s.
Scotty Does Some Talking.
The Examiner prints interviews
from both men. Scotty makes a statement In which he charges that Glrnrd
has no Interest whatever In the mine,
as after It was discovered, he claims
the banker refused to put up any
money for Its development and turned
him down'cnM. Therefore Scotty says
he will not recognize Girard or anv of
his agents. The miner is especially
hitter in his denunciation of Apache
anil says:
"My position is just this: I will
Girard his money dollar for
and nothing more, but I will not
do business with him through Apache.
He threw me down hard when he
thought, there was nothing doing. He
rPfnsfl(j t0 answer my telegrams; he
refused to make good In nny way.
and left me high and ilry. and now
he has set a lot of thugs after me.
Apache has said that he had a
company of scouts and some of his
own tribe to trail me. and that he
would get the mine. I laughed at
him. I know I am up against a hard
game, but I am not afraid of any Apache or his lot. I have got a few good
men, every one of whom Is worth fen
of the men that Apache has got. He
can come on with his artillery any
time he chooses."
Aoache Makes a Statement.
Attache says that he, as the agent
of Mr. Glrard, has been sent to exam
ine the supposed claims of Scotty for
the purpose of making a report to the
banker, lie says that Scotty has nev
er made a return of any kind to Mr.
Oirard. "although he has repeatedly
been requested to do so. The Indian
Hsclaims any intention on his part to
use force with the miner, but says
that he simply wants to see if there
is anything tr Mm and if there is any
truth in his. story , of , his fabulous
riches, the banker who grubstaked
Scotty wants his share of the mine.

rock-ribbe-

The tax assessments for New York City for the year
ended Junl 30, 1905, were $5,912,144,227. an increase of
$271,601,570 oer the preceding year. And een with this,
the "swearing off process employed in evading the payment of personal taxes by some of the city's wealthiest
residents, was truly frightful. The total assesment for
personal taxes in Manhattan and Brooklyn, when the
books were originally opened, was over $3,000,000,000.
By "swearing off" this amount was reduced to about

Underwear

French

W. T. McCREIOHT
niislnoss Manager

fast in your spell, ye bid me pause and reThe Citizen is indebted to the El Paso Times for tlie
member;
following article, treating of a subject than which none And borne on a current of thought, like a leaf on the
breast of the river,
other is of nuire vital Interest, to New Mrxico:
My heart goi s out to the past that Is part of the great
"Kxeept China, all civilized na'ions care for the forforever.
Suites ranked nearly
est. Until recently tl.C
with China in this respect, and our country sllll r. mains Once more the golden rod, the soft fringed purple asall
ter,
far behind the progressive modern nations in neatly
conservative And wondrous tints of the leaf, touched by the hand of
and
preservation
protection,
to
relates
that
the Master;
use of the forest."
Once more the whispering wood, and the tang of the
that
remarks
pertinently
very
The lUttsburg Times
autumn weather,
this Is not a pleasing statement to come from Gifford The olden way, once more, that lou and I trod together.
rinchot, chief of the bureau of forestry. No country ever
had so groat a forest he ritage as had the United Stales Oh,
month of memories sad, your spell no more will be
ot
and none ever wasted it so recklessly. Leaving out
lifted,
he
consideration the waste necessary when farms had to
Tho' the leaves of long withered years o'er the paths of
years
when
youth lie drifted.
carved out of the virgin forest, the latter
marked Alas! that each year ye renew the scenes of old I retimber whs cut for commercial purposes were
made
member,
by litter neglect of future needs. No attempt was
and Yet bring back to life, no more, the dead past, oh,
timber,
their
of
denuded
sections
the
to reforest
forests
where with proper foresight and effort other
iminstead
now
we
have
maturity
might be well on to
unSt
K
scrubby
mense tracts barren of everything except a
use.
THE
HIGHEST
EDUCATION
of
never
be
dergrowth thai can
M. 1 ;.,,,
-The forests of the United States. sas
DEMANDED FOR WOMM
more than
acres,
or
"cover an area ot about G5S.5im.i..u
so large
country,
lielore
the
By
of
Rev.
surface
Thc. B. Gregory
the
of
35 per cent
J?
were, perhaps, the
X
a part of them was destroyed they
proper care they are capable
richest on earth, and with power
of reproduction is exAt nearly all of the women's congresses and convenof being so again. Their,
topic
so far held this season thy one
tions
C'JSo'farfas0repro(iuction of the lands which have fallen
"Higher
of
te
has
been
examp
Women."
that
Education
of
the
and
precept
into private hands is concerned,
I must confess to a certain haziness on the subject.
can be used toward that desired end.
are
of the forests
least,
It
Is
Reservation
not quite clear in my mind what the women mean
part,
at
of
The
is another question, and it by the "Higher Education."
,
are yet of the public domain
steps have been
Hy reference to the reports of the various congresses
Is gratifying to know that energetic
1
1
S3
that
that direction. It was not until
I find that, In the opinion of many of
to set aside forest lesmes. and conferences
Kave the president power
reserves,
speakers,
sixty-twfair
the
the education In question has to
now
with the result that there are
are ma.nly do with the matters that are "far beyond the sphere of
In area over 63.000.0.10 acres. They
and their reservation
rnvpjlln
tli.. hrmia " Piirfhnr ref mvm n.i
fi.
the high mountain regions,
for use in Irriworn-the watersheds and drainage basins
expressions
which
as
such
"the
frees
culture
broad
a suppb
gation, furnishes summer ranges for cattle and
narrowness
an
"the
of
the
from
the
household
cares."
and
against
guarded
of fuel to the settlers. They are
commonplace
dwarfing
contrasted
of
as
domestic
toil
devastation.
great
worl
fires which so often
of the timber with the larger field of the woman who is emancipated."
It win not be long until the question
the country.
supply will present itself very forcibly topresent.
This may be a. I right, but I would not be honest with my
I ree
awakening at
public
a
of
signs
are
There
readers or myself if I did not say that to me it seems to
hope
in the
planting should be encouraged everywhere,
once
be just a hit suspicious.
were
which
forests
the
extent
of replacing to some
For a long time we have been hearing it said that
we plant a me
o vast a source of wealth: "When
..... "charity begins at homo," md
...
am more than half ineays Holmes, "we are doing what we can
place ror clined to believe that practically every other virtue of
dwelling
happier
and
wholesome
planet a more
mill or woman begins ut, or close uniutul about, the
those who come after us if not for ourselves.
same place. This much, at any rat.', may be said, unregovernment is mak- servedly and with emphasis, that, if the home is what it
The Winslow Mail says that the
every one hundred ought to be, the things that are "far beyond the sphere of
on
day
per
25
.cents
ing a charge of
the Navajo Indian the home" will take care of themselves. On the other
across
driven
head of sheep that are
and Wil.ow Spring. The hand, If the home ceases to be what it should be, if the
reservation between Lee's Ferry
Is very severe or, "Broad Culture" results in making the wives and mothdrive across that stretch of country of
ers of the land so sick of the "Narrowness of Household
the Sovpn
restrictions
by
the
so
tne stock, made
trails Cares" that they shall forget all about the home duties,
agent. The sheep are required to pass over certain
any Indians' watering then it is as plain as can be that the deluge Is upon
and are not allowed to water at
the agent. They a. e us.
permit
from
special
by
except
place,
every day after that
It does no woman harm to know all about Pericles
for
and
days,
six
pass
in
required to
comforts It .el and and Aspasia, the Nebular Hypothesis and the "Origin of
they are charged double. The Mall people
of southern Species," and to bo thoroughly posted upon and inter
the
Its readers with the fact that people,
going
to take ested in affairs national and international; but if this
are
Arizona
to
sheep
sell
Utah who
and broader education and - enlarged activity cause the
senators
States
United
up
their
with
he' matter
repealed
ruling
women to become weary of the homely domesticities.
get
the
to
effort
have them make an
successful
Would it not be better, and more certain of assisted which have always been the centrifugal orce in humon
society and the very mainspring, as it were, of human
results were the Utah senators In their efforts
larg- progress, then it is ail over with us, and we can only ex
hj two senators from Greater Arizona, the second
claim with King Pyrrhus:
"One more such victory and
,
est state in the Union?
we Hre undone."
With the mothers running around palavering about
Some one has discovered, says an exchange, thats
the "Higher Education." and the fathers at the club dis
whereas, the president, In replying to Emperor William
congratulations, referred to the kaiser as "you," the Lon. cussing politics or playing poker and drinking "high
the balls," the home is In a fair way of becoming defunct.
don papers, before giving publicity to the reply, took
To get directly down to the pith of the matter, I
i ne
liberty of changing "you" to "your majesty. to
conform would Bay that, In my opinion, the Higher Education, for
for this change Is obvious, for it was made
speculation as man or for woman. Is the education which calls for the
to English usage; but there is room foracknowledgment
to the president's use of "you" in his Inadvertently"; higher qualities, which qualities, In man and woman
alike, are love, patience,
moral cleanliness
of William's felicitations. Did he do It
the and a
devotion to the home. I do not hesl
Did he do it for good, democratic reasons, preferring moncustoms of his own republic to those of the German mes-nag- tate to give It as my honest opinion that, between the
archy? Or did he do it because the kaiser, in his not woman who spends her time attending to the unborn gen
used the pronoun in the same way? These are any eratlons and the woman who devotes her time to the
making of a clean, happy home for herself, her husband
questions on which the president is likely to cast
is no reason why everybody should not and her children, the latter comes a great deal nearer
light,
so
there
"
having the Higher Education.
have a guess.

i
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GIRARD SAYS SCOTTY

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

KVKNING

ALIJUQUEHOUK

PACE FOUR
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Pleasure Is yours when you have one
of our high grade
VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

J.

n

I

KORDER & CO
0

GRAND PICNIC
Don't forget to attend the grand

picnic of the

annual
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C. COLOMBO BENEVOLENT SOCIETY

-

first-clas-

S. T. VANN, O. D.
Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician in New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor Sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Ollice Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.
President

OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXOCOCOOCxDO
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The Ladles of the Maccabees will
give a dance at tlTe Klks' ball mom
Friday evening, September 22. Tick
ets, $1. The Woodmens' orchestra
will funili-- the music.
At cost until cleared out, a large
line of Hatterberg patterns, a few
pairs hoys' bants, ladies' muslin drawers and shirt waists. At Mrs. Wilson's, :"t Wst G'lbl avenue.
-- o
See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking tiklrts

Movin'

Drayin'

Shippin'

AT BARELAS GROVE

Sunday. Sept f7, '05
The Italian band will play, and there will be
dancing, beginning at 4 o'clock and continuing
All kinds of refreshments will be served
works from 8 to 9 p. m. Street cars will take
the picnic grounds.

a fine orchestra
for
all day and night.

at

the

grove.

0

FREIGHTS
You have us once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougin'.
By

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

Fire-

you within a block of

Mini

WHOLESALE

& Eakin

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Akrenu for Yellowstor.t
and O. P. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
U. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners ant!
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey.Iy9. Write for our illustrated catalogue ar.(
Salesroom 111 South Kirt Srr i
phone black 205 2. All home cooking. price list. Automatic Telephone
Albuquemue New Mexico.
Fresh goods every day.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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STEWART AGAIN

-

--

ATTEMPTS SUICIDE

Passenger Who Cut Arteries
in Wrists Jumps From
Train at Raton.
HIS INJURIES CONSIDERED

FATAL

Ii. Stewart, the Santa Kg passenger who made a desperate attempt
at suicide on Santa Ke train No. 2,
1).

.a short time licfoie the train reached

With Mr. Betts was Can-tai- n
Parker, a large property
holder of Silver City, who has a grlev.
ane against the assessor of Grant
coiiuty, and Mr. Parker nays that there
are many others In Grant county just
like him. Captain Parker has tlires
building In Sliver City on which the
taxes were talsed $1,500 over last year.
Since lat year a umall canyon has
been cut near the property by water,
and the captain claims that his property has depreciated In value. Instead
Apparently, this propof Increasing.
erty is not on the market.
o
Assessor George F. Albright of
county, was another passenger
on this morning's train for Santa Fe
on business
before the territorial
board of equalization. A number 01
Ilernallilo county tax payers are protesting against their assessments, and
are taking their troubles to the higher
body of discrimination.
The most Important of the Pernalillo county tax
payers appealing to the board of
are the First National bank
and the State National bank, which
assessor claims have only
3o per cent of their property
value, when the territorial statutes
specify that 60 per cent must be returned by the banks.
J. A. Mahoney. a member of the
board from Luna county, passed
through the city this morning en route
to Santa Fe.

Santa Fe.

L. C.

Per-nallll-

this city on last Thursday morning,
by cutting the artieries in both of his
wrists, and who was removed to the
hospital when the train reached here,
ha., au
aftnn.t.t ijr, bill
IIIUIIU UllVJiuiri
i.ii, him.
litis ......1..
i.m..
sell', and there is little doubt but what
he will succeed this time.
Friday evening Stewart hail so far
Inrecovered fiom his
juries that the hospital authorities felt
no hesitancy In granting him permission to continue his trip to his home
at Hums, Kan. Uefore his departure,
Btewnit said that he was glad he did
not ilit and that he would never attempt to take his life again.
His repentance was of very short RESTAURANT EMPLOYE
duration, however. Saturday morning
ROBS CASH REGISTER
Stewart was found lying beside the
.Santa Fe track, Just west of Raton,
suffering from a fractured skull. The F. L. MORRIS. A COOK IN FRANK
supposition is that he leaped from
LUNCH
COUNTER,
STEFFEN'S
rain No. 8 just before it arrived at
MUST SERVE SIXTY
DAYS IN
Knton.
COUNTY JAIL.
He was removed to the Santa Fe
hospital there where he Is being at- F. I,. Morris, who for the past year
tended. He has never regained con- - and a half lias been employed as a
scionsness since the accidt nt and lit cook In Frank Steffen's restaurant on
tle hope is now held for his recovery. South Second street, was arrested yesterday on a warrant sworn out by his
employer, charging him with robbing
FRANK DERICKS INDICTED
the cash register.
BY VALENCIA G8AND JURY
According to the proprietor's story,
Morris entered the restaurant after it
closed for the tight, opened
ARRESTED IN THIS CITY BY DEP- had been
and took out $5.90 in
UTY SHERIFF CHARGED WITH the register,
change, all that it contained. The bell
ASSAULT WITH DEADLY
on the register rang when it' was
opened, and this aioused Mr. Steffens,
who sleeps in an adjoining room. He
Frank Dericks, of this city, who at
once suspected that something was
up to a week ago was proprietor of
wrong, and investigated.
He found
f
the
saloon at Helen, was In- the money
gone, and the arrest of Morby
county
grand
dicted
the Valencia
ris followed.
jury at its recent session at Los
accused was arraigned In poThe charge is assault with a liceThecourt
morning. Morris tried
deadly weapon, but further than this to explain this
Judge Crawford that he
it is not known upon whom Dericks did not stealto the
money, but only borcommitted the assault.
it, intending to give It back.
Yesterday morning a deputy sheriff rowed
did not satisfy the court, and
of Valencia county arrived In the city, This
Morris ws sentenced to serve sl.i
having a warrant for Dericks.
He days in the county jail.
found him and at once placed him
under arrest.
Immediately
Dericks
gave bond in the sum of $juo for his MOUNTED POLILE RECOVER
appearance before the court which is
FLOCK OF STOLEN SHEEP
now in session nt I.'i l.unas.
Mr. Dericks recently
disposed of
DRIVEN
ANIMALS
OFF PRAZER
his saloon interests at Belen.
RANCH SEVERAL WEEKS AGO,
TO BE RETURNED TO OWNERS
FARO GAME RUNNING
THIEVES NOT YET ARRESTED.
equal-izatlo-

:

i
t

t

n

Cut-Of-

Lu-na-

WITHOUT A LICENSE
OFFICER

HIGHBARGIN
SWOOPS
DOWN ON ONE
IN
THE RED
LIGHT
SALOON AND ARRESTS

THE DEALER.

The detachment of New Mexico
range; s who were dispatched two
weeks ago to the Frazer ranch In the
Chllill country to recover a flock of
about 5oo sheep that had been driven
off the ranch by thieves, a full account
of which was given in The Evening
iMHvfin nl ilia Hmo hntt hfpn Durness- rtui.
The rangers succeeded In recovering
the entl;e flock and the sheep will be
returned to the ranch in a few days.
The officers, however, did not succeed
in capturing the thieves, although they
have a good idea who the guilty parties are, and it is not at all unlikely
that in a few days they will be lodged
liehind the bars.
The sheep were being driven to
northern New Mexico ranges at the
time of their recovery.'

Last night Officer George Highbargin
swooped down on a faro game that
was running full blast 1n the lied
I.lght saloon on Noith Third street.
The officer placed under arrest one
George Young, colored. Young, It Is
alleged, was dealing faro at the time.
and the officer naturally thought that
Young was the proprietor of the gamp,
but Young explained that he simply
sat down at the game while the dealer
went to supper. There were several
other men sitting around the table.
The court looked up the city or
dinance covering gaming without a 11
cense, and found that the ordinance BACK FROM THE
holds the owner of the nlace resnonsl
BIG ENCAMPMENT
ble for any and all games conducted
therein. The case was postponed un
til 5 o'clock this evening when the wit OF GRAND ARMY VETERANS AND
nesses will appear before the court
THEIR LADIES AT DENVER.
and the case will be tried.
As "has been stated in these columns.
New Mexico, and especially this city,
MUCH COVETED $60 BILL
was largely represented at the naOWNED BY ALBUQUERQUE MAN tional encampment of the Grand Army
of the Republic at Denver, and many
A $60 bill has made Its appearance of the delegates have already returned
in Albuquerque. M. P. Stamm has It, home.
This morning The Citizen representwith a large number of others of odd
J. G.
A few weeks ayo a ative met Post Commander
denominations.
story was copied by the press all over Caldwell, who attended the encampand he stated that "it was the
the United States, to the effect that ment,
and most enthusiastic gatherthere was only one such hill In ex- biggest
istence, and that It was valued at ing of the old boys he' had ever at"And again," continued
$1,000. This stoiy was sent out by a tended."
man In the east who did not know Commander Caldwell, "the restaurants
did not raise the price for meals, and
what he was talking about.
of the old boys enjoyed a good
The bill Mr. Stamm has was printer! many
by Hall & Sellers at Philadelphia, in square meal at fifteen and twenty-flv- e
each."
the year 1778, and was made valid by cents
Among others who attended the big
the continental congress of the same gathering
of veterans, and the annual
year, and la indorsed by I. Watkins
the Woman's Relief Corps
and I. Kerr. Mr. Stamm has conti- meeting of
the Ladies' Circle of the Grand
nental bills of the series of 1778 and and
177!), of the denominations following: Army of the Republic, the following
were submitted:
Ones, twos, threes, fours, fives, sev- names
W. W. Mclxmald, Edward Johnson,
ens, eights, tens, twenties, thirties,
Robert Reagan, George
thirty-fives- ,
fifties, E. S. Stover,
foitles, forty-fives- ,
Bendle, John Wiley and Kev. Tnos.
and one sixty dollar bill. These bills H.
have no Intrinsic value but are highly Harwood, with the following ladles:
Whit-son- ,
prized by old coin collectors, and bring Mesdames Rummell, Coleman,
Putler, Johnson, Allison, Bendle,
from $1 to $25 on the market.
Harach and Fisher.
Veteran McDonald says there were
LOCAL 5ANTA FE YARDS
about sixty old soldiers from New
Mexico In the line of parade, and CapTO BE MOVED SOUTH tain Knickerbocker, wlio represented
"Uncle Sam," was the center of atThe New Mexicans only
It comes from good authoriiy that traction.
the Santa Fe in considering moving have one regret, namely: They failed
chap-Iaithe local yards
of a mile to elect Rev. Thomas Harwood
of the national Grand Army, othsouth to make room for mercantile
and Industrial
establishments
near erwise their trip lo Denver was one of
Hailroad avenue. The plans are to the brightest "specks" in their lives.
Ed. Johnson, one of the civil war
ptyiee twenty-fou- r
tracks south and
east of the local shops, and the work veterans, says be met several "John-a
of securing the necessary land for the nies" at the encampment and had
purpose has begun. The network of fine time talking over the war with
tracks, which at present embraces the t hem.
Railroad avenue district, will be lessened to six tracks, three of which
and extravagance all
will be used exclusively for passenger
'

n

three-quarter-

t

s

Rik

raffle.

This will be In accordance with a
resolution adopted by a city council
alM'iut six years ago, and the relief it
will bring to the hotels of the neighborhood of Railroad avenue, ran hardly be estimated in dollars and cents.
It will also remove the menacing
switching of trains to travel on the
Railroad avenue crossing, for which
the entire rlty will be thankful.
WILL PROTEST

AGAINST
INCREASE OF TAXES

The territorial board of equalization
at Santa Ke to. lay,
went into si
and assessors and tax dodgers from
all over the country are gathering at
the capital to tell their troubles. '
II. H. Hetts, ' deputy assessor
of
Grant county, was a passenger through
city
morning
en route to
this
the

1

PACE FIVB

takeu
taft

out-o- f

bjlinrpowdcr
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THE CELEBRATED

MARKETS
WOOL

METAL

MONEY

New York Money Market.
New York. Sept. 11. Money on call,

steady. 25i3i per cent; prime merper cent. Par silcantile paper, 4
ver, 62c.

Uottled in Dond.

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Ix)iiis, Mo., Sept. 11. Wool market steady: territory and western medium,
fine medium, 22U2tic;
fine,

j

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

23tc;
2S(fj 20c.

Closing Stock Quotations.
Closing prices:
Atchison, 8tf: preferred, 104';
New York Central, 14t: Pennsylvania,
H2; Southern Pacific, lifiVi; Union Pacific, ll'ii'i; pfd.,
9t; Amalgamated
Copper, Sl'-i- ;
United States Steel,
32
pfd., 103. -

B

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

4.6S.

Sheep Receipts, 6,000; market wag
steadv; sheep, $1.4oji5; lambs, $5.30

tmpfusls comet

R

I

New York, Sept. 11.

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Sept. 11. Cattle Receipts,
3.500; market 10 to 15c lower; beeves,
$3.70ff5.5: cows and heifers, $1.25
5.20; stockers and feeders, $2.404.30;
Texans,
$3.16(4.40; westerns, $3Jj

h "Queen Qujittty " SW

MELINI & EAKIN

tf

on

S$

Kvond

"FW." "Queen Qualit- y- fita
the foot

j

jC

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

I

199.

'

J

jg

.$30

B

K

ff

others do tome timet

Some Special Styles

O. DINSDALE

Highland Livery
STABLE

7.50.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Provisions.
Chicago, Sept. 11. Closing pi ices:
DecemWheat September,
ber, 83l,c.
Corn September, BS'.ic; December,
82-c- ;

43Uc

Oats
27'nc.
Pork

September,

20c;

September,

114.65.

DKAiiER IN

General Merchandise

December,

$15;

I.ard

September,

$7.57;

Kibs
fS.00.

September,

$S.55;

$7.f.2'.

V7.

October, Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
of- - Fresh Meat.
All Kind
October,
No. S00 North Broadway.
October,

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo Sept. 11. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
5 to 10c
21,000;
market
lower; native steers, $HiC; southern
steers, $2.50?i3.70;
cows,
southern
$ 1.85 (fr 2.05; native cows and heifers,
$1.75Cy5; stockers and feeders, $2.50
3.50; bulls, $2'3.25; calves. $36.5u;
western steers, $3 4.65; western
cows, $1.75 3.25.
Sheep Receipts, 8.000; market 10c
lower; muttons, $4.25 5.40; lambs.
$5.50
7.31;
range wethers, $4.40'
5.40; fed ewes, $3.55 4.60.
LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS.

ant

Corner WasDfngton Avenue.
Albuquerque,
New Msilcs

Satisfying; Shoes

City Market
John

V.

Only

Abbott, Prop.
thm

If the word "Satisfaction" can ever be applied to shoes,
it is to " Queen Quality." " Queen Quality" Shoes give you
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
of all the virtues.

i

Beat

Fit Reputation

Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.
The territorial fair is comin':
You'll see who keeps things rollin'

:
I

Next Sunday, the C. Colombo Benethen:
volent society will hold Its annual pic-- , All haulin,
sprlnklln' will be done
nlc at Harelas grove. See advertisePy the Albuquerque Transfer men.
ment in another column.
A regular meeting of the CommerSOCIAL DANCE
AT COLOMBO
cial club will be held tomorrow (Tues- HALL, TONIGHT, WITH
GOOD
day) evening. All members urged to MUSIC.
LADIES,
GENTS,
50c;
be present.
FREE.
The annual Torrartce county fair
opened today at Estanety and a large
number of Albuquerque people left
yesterday and this morning for that
point to attend the fair. The fair will
be In session until Saturday.
Then
a large number of the exhibits will
be brought to Albuquerque and placed
on exhibition at the territorial fair,
which opens here next Monday.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, District Clerk
W. E. Dame, District Attorney Frank
W. Clancy and other members of the
court went, to I.os l.unas last night,
The saving of tlm means comfort.
whero today they reconvened court,
for Valencia county. TJie. docket Is
The saving of labor means ease. Tha
not especially heavy at this term in
saving of money means economy. All
that county and the court expects
these savings can best be attained by
to clear up the business before
Installing a

We ask the

pleasure of demonstrating this.

i

We hxxie the sole

GOLDEN RULE

right of sale.

DRY

Time, Labor

Free Lecture Courses.

Temple Albert, beginning October 1(1,
8 p. in., provided there are
five
courses. These courses are open and
free to everybody:
Selections
from
Emerson
for
young men and women. Class formed
by Ronnl JafTa. See him.
(a) Religion of Israel to the Exile, (b) Jewish Religious Life After
the Exile. These are critical works,
end will be enjoyed only by students
who want to work along the lines of
higher criticism.
Outlines of Jewish History from
Rabyloulan Exile to the Present Day.
This Is easy work.
Class In Hebrew. Work to be arranger according to the ability of
students.
Study of "Jeremiah" or any other
Prophet in Moulton's "Modern Reader's Bible."
Think It over and don't fall to register Octoher 16, at 8 p. m., in the ves-trrooms of Temple Albert. For fuller Information call up Rev. Jacob H.
Kaplan.

ifp-

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

fn

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

.

j.atill22a

i

Prices

for a moment What would be the use
of Inviting you to our store If we did
not have the right

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But ws wart you
as a constant caller, so ws maks sure
to have

d

line.

CO,

Floor Coverings

PENINSULAR RANGE

at

GOODS

Stop and Think

and Money'

Any or all of the following courses
will be offered this year by ltabbl Jacob H. Kaplan In the vestry rooms or

Style

a transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, and you
find them all in Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.

Carpets and Rugs

Ave.

y1u can find .' no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

that

SE ALSHIPT, WHY?

Albert Faber, 305 Railroad

with

Avenae

y

Berause all our

W

Free concert at the Casino tonight.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
WANTED A boy to work in livery
stable. Apply to Owen Dinsdale, 112
Johns street.
FOR RENT Two newly furnished
rooms for light housekeeping; electric light, gas and bath; no children. 201 North Edith street.
FOR RENT Seven large furnished
rooms with bath upstairs, dining
room .kitchen, bedroom downstairs;
two story brick building two blocks
from Santa Fe shops; good hotel to
right parties.
Inquire 523 South
First street.
M. Gussaroff, the wholesale and retail cigar mauulacturer at 115 West
Railroad avenue, will open a branch
store at 107 South Second street, and
will have onu of the largest stocks
of high grade cigars, smoking and
chewing tobacco in New Mexico.

Instruction books for Hardanger
and Iledebo embroidery at Mrs.
See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the G1oIh
store, then ask for thws'e $3.50 walking skirts.
fw

Free concert at the Casino tonight.
FRESH EVEHY DAY. AT MALOY'S.
FRUITS
AND
VEGETABLES,

mil Mr

...

-

V.

oys-

ters are shipped direct
from the best beds ou
coast,
the Atlantic
direct to us in Amer-

II

Hitters.

o

"Mother was lucky"
gas range.

SOUTHWESTERN

ELECTRIC & CONSTRUCTION

" 'wirrrs

Why you should use no other oysters.
The oyster goes direct from the shell to the caroler.
The carrier comes direct to us, with no mixture of
SECOND
ice, water, or preservative.
THIRD They are delivered direct to you by our drivers, or at'
our markft, with all their natural flavor retaii.ed.
FOURTH You're always sa'e in buying oysters from us because
we handle "Sealslupt" oysters o:ily. We wouldn't allow a tub Bhlpped
to come Into our sliore.
o.vhtt-- r
When you want oysters, corie to headquarters, to a store that
makes a specialty of them.

CO.

Electrical

ican Oyster Carriers.
Under this patent
method, no lee or
water comes in contact with the oysters,
and no chemical preservative is ever used.
The
inner receptacles holding theoys-icr- a
are kept surrounded by ice and
are sealed, making it
impossible for the oyster receptacle to be
opened until it reaches
us hence ' rfealshipt."

T""

Pumping

Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the
Dynamos

Crocker-Wheel-

and Motors

Store and Residence Wlr-in- "
a Specialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.
Agents for the Celebrated
"GVROFANS"

See them in European
Hotel Restaurant

FOUR REASONS

FIRST

I I

MEMBER

We triv

Tickets tor

lie I'ianu

Content

2,0 s. second sr.

NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

The Colorado Telephone Company.

by Schilling's Dest yoods and
"Now good digestion waits on appe
dealing.
tite, and health on both."
If it doesn't,
tiy Hurdoek Blood
Yoiir grocer's; moneyback.
Piano Owners.
We desire to announce that our Mr.
H. Jay Stone has rttu.ned lrom California and will give prompt attention
to orders for pluon tuning. .May we
have )ours?
I.EARNARD & LINDEMANN.
Ladies' Riding Outfits.
Compete lines of ladies' riding
Kloveti, leggins and hats, now on sale
here.
KIM ON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

I

fht

Room 18, N. 1. Armijo Building.
2u4

Mail Orders Solicited.

West Railioad Ave.

papa ooughta

you realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
Do

MODERN

WANTED.
Large grain sacks, good price.
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee, sXXXXXXXXXOOOCOOOOOOCXDOOO
620 South Second street.
O. F. PL ATT.
o
The real cleaner and dyer. LaSee the window display of the Rio
FOR MOVING THE SICK OR INfine
dles' and gentlemen's
Cramle Woolen Mills at the G1hIk
JURED.
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
store, then ask for those 13.50 wa.k-inPrompt Servics Day or Night.
lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-driskirts.
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Z96-2- .
O
Subscribe for The Evening Citisen.
Phone, 70
Colo.
Aatomatlc, 147.
oooooocococooooooooooooc

"AMBULANCE"

x

service.
The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; W.iU or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

ALHtQUKHQUK

PAQC &1X

A
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FRENCH

A

League.

American
At Detroit

Detroit
St. Louis
At Boston

-

8

9

1

a

K

'11
12

8
7

Washington
At Chlcac
Cleveland .
Chicago
At Phllade

bnK

'

month

50

-

v

.yC

HV
.

,1

11

It

11

2
5

5
8

New York

R
2

11

Philadelphia
hecond ga

R

.

II

fi

New York

7
7

Philadelphia

"Jf

II

11

Post on

At the

in

H
9

10

ALBUQUERQUE,

N itional League.
At St. I.ou;s
ChicagoS'. Louis, both games post
poned; wet rounds.
R II
At Plttsbui

irljfc

OnTrveBovievrcLs

Yrh

'
,

s

I

Pittsburg

12"

Cincinnati
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia

5

8

H

H

4
2

8
4

Boston

Second gann
Philadelphia

,
VALENTINE UK MERELLI.
sent to him by registered letter to the . mistress. During July he spent
A J (mo on himself, $(it,nuo on clothes and
of Hotiilln. on the channel.
second letter ordered 17.000. a third jewels for her. $T,ouO for nn auto-$3,000 and a fourth $o.OOO.
The four mobile and Jjo.imu on living and sun
letters being at the Jloudln postoflice dry expenses.
The only thing Gallay had to fear
uncalled for. since the addressee was
l
examination of
far away, C.allay wrote, still In the was the
merchant's name, to the Houdin post- the books in tin; bank. The time
master, saying:
for this was drawing near, and he
"Having had the intention of spend- decided it was time for him to leave
ing some weeks in your town, I had France.
He chartered the Rrltish
four registered letters addressed to steam yacht Catarlna, for three months
me at your postoffice. Finding myself tor $I5.MKI. The boat was luxuriously
now prevented from carrying out my fitted and provisioned by Gallay at a
projects, I should be greatly obliged cost of $30,000. In addition to her
if you would forward me my letters to crew, Gallay engaged the services of
postoffice No. 81, Paris." .
one of the most skilled physicians In
The postmaster complied, and Gal- Paris to attend him on the cruise, for
lay, prtsenMre; himself with forged ho was affected with locomotor ataxia.
papers, o." ideiit ific.i ior., received the Thfn he and his mistress started out
four registered letters, containing In from Paris in an automobile to Havre.
at! ?21 m,
On the way they contrived to spend
PM by
the Ciniptolr
$2,000 at shops and in hotels. Their
d'Esconinle.
Meanwhile, he and. Valentine de last acts at Havre were to give a $20
Merelli were leading a life of gayery. tip to their chaffeur and buy 150 botGallay sent his wife and two children tles of mineral water, 8.000 pounds of
into the country, and there was noth- ice, and ten cases of fancy soaps, pering to check his dissipation.
He fumery, etc., for use on the voyage.
called himself Baron de Galay, or For three days the crew had not been
Comte de Guerche, and lived like a allowed to go on shore. On August
millionaire. Nothing was too luxu- 3rd the Catarlna sailed, surrounded
rious for him or too costly for his by mystery.

Boston
At New York

$30,-tow- n

e

New York

Second gnnc
Brooklyn

OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
At Special Session Held

at the Court Mouse on

September 9, 1905.

12

R

II

$1,500

('.

9

Western League.

5

10

R

II

1

5

1

3

f.

n

0

3
8

1

1

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1905

Grand Base Ball Tournament

$ 1 ,500

E

WONDERFUL ILLUMINATION
60,000 ELECTRIC LIGHTS
-EVERY NIGHT 4,000 POUNDS RED FIRE

RUE

Second gam.

SEPTEMBER

SIX TEAMS TO PARTICIPATE
El Paso, Texas; Trinidad, Colo.; Las Vegas, N. M.; Clifton, Ariz.;
Deming, N. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.

9

II
11

At Omah- a-

MEXICO,

CARNIVAL OF WESTERN SPORTS

R

New York

semi-annua-

e

II

8
2

..24

Brooklyn

19

R

NEW

GRAND LIVE STOCK SHOW AND

--

let-ei-

MONDAY, SEPT. 11, 1905.

ANNUAL TERRITORIAL

$400,000

BANK OF

ACCOMWOMEN
WITH FAST
PLICES. JEAN G ALLAY MANIPULATES ACCOUNTS
AND LIVES
LIKE A LORD ON THE PROCEEDS
LEAVES FRANCE IN
HIGH STYLE ON A LUXURIOUSLY FITTED YACHT
WITH HIS
FAIR MISTRESS BY HIS SIDE.

Paris, Sept. 11. Joan C.allay, the
hank clerk, who, after robbing the
Comptolr d'Eseompte of $400, (too, failed on a hi.ed private yacht with his
mistress for Brazil, has become the
hero of the Paris boulevards for his
escapade. The fact that Gallay will he
returned to Paris to stand his trial
iloes not den act from the admiration
produced by his coup.
Paris has not ha! so perfect an
"afialre" since the Humbert case. Gallay was employed at the hank In the
transfer bureau of the cashier's department, earning Ji!.i"u a year. Madame Valentine do Merelli, an actress,
accompanied him on his yachting
cruise to Brazil. Oallay forged
i: the names of depositors,
the various sums to be transferred to such a name at the bank.
The money transferred was always In
the name of some
whom lie knew, and who would draw
the deposit and take a commission
from
for so doing. With Valen
tine lie Merelli he inaugurated bolder
methods, already dreaming of clearing
enough cash to enable him to skip the
oountry before the bank statement
should become due. Valentine herself demisfed $.Y(iin at the Comptolr
d'Eseompte.
Thin a letter was received from a wealthy depositor, ordering that ST'UiMii be transferred
from his account to that of Madame
jie.eiii. as si:.iri as this was done the
woman drew the whole. The same
operation was repeated lor the sum
of $i:u,ooo, and then, for fear lest the
met ho i might stale, Gallay devised a
new scheme.
He had some letter paper printed
in fac simile of that of a provincial
merchant who dealt with the bank,
and wrote in the name of the merchant to have $4,mo from his account

CIT1ZKN.

LOOTS

CLERK

TH

EVENING

2

Sioux City
The Des Moines team was delayed
by a train wreck and did not reach
Sioux City; two games tomorrow.
At St. Joseph
Denver-St- .
Joseph game postponed;
rain.
At

American Association.
At Louisville
Louisville
Columbus
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Toeldo
Second game
Indianapolis
Toledo
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Kansas City
Second game
St. Paul
Kansas City
'
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Milwaukee
Second game
Minneapolis
'.
Milwaukee

is a great success. Many hundreds of
children, who had received their gymnastic and athletic training on the
city playgrounds during the summer,
under the direction of experienced superintendents, competed in the different even's and the result was highly
gratifying to the commissioners of
playgrounds anil of Intense interest to
the thousands who witnessed the con
tests and games. The meet began
Friday and closed Saturday afternoon,
medals of gold,
when the ninety-eigh- t
silver and bronze, which had been provided for the occasion by the commissioners, were awarded to the winners in .he different events. The excellent results of the meet are considered by the commlssionrs as a powerful argument In favor of extending the
playground system.
Several of the
commissioners will visit some of the
large cities In the west and study
their playground system.

1

. 2

. . .

4
2

...
'.

.

American League.

At St. Louis
St. Louis
St. Louis . .!

It

W. H. GREER, President

Confetti Battles
Marching Bands
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o'clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

D. K'. B. SELLERS, Secretary

7
0

Id
2

if not, kind reader, waste no sympathy
on me, I do not deserve it."

0
10

BASE BALL.

SUNDAY'S

Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade

5

Mexican and Indian Riders

Motor Cycle Races
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Balles Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits

Pironeo Busting

1

-

RacesCowboy,

Five Mile Relay

II

COUSIN LIL SAYS

making his announcement to the
public, Mr. Gould says:
"The Republican will continue to
6 boost the
interests of the county and
9 anything that will tend to the upbuilding of Gallup. In coming here
the editor was told that Gallup was a
live town, and that the business men
were hustlers, and inclined to deal
E kindly
with the stranger within the
city, whi comes to make a home and
2
help
htiild up the city."
2
The
Citizen extends the right hand
E of fellowship
to Mr. Gould, and also
1
to
Mrs. Gould, who Is a printer and
0
writer,
and who will lend valuable aid
E
giving Gallup a first class
2 toward
paper
In future.
2
In

STICK A FEATHER
New Yo;k, Sept. 11. Dear Cousin: stubby wings and all.
The' cheaper feather hats are made
seems to be a case of stick a feather
In your hat and call yourself in fashion. And if one feather makes you in

K

7
2
Albuquerque, X. M., Sept. 9, 19nj. ( rected to publish for one week in the
fashion, more feathers make more
2
12
Cleveland
The board met this day in special da"y papers of Albuquerque, a notice,
fashion.
'
Chicago
H
R
At
as ioiiows:
session at the call of the chairman.
You fully expect some of the new
1
fi
Chicago
'.
Official Notice as to County Officers.
t
hats
twitter. But ioor birds, of thy
Alfred Grunsfeld, chairman.
fi
3
By direction of the board of county
Detroit
attempt it they wouldn't know
were
to
Severo Sanchez, commissioner.
H
game
R
Second
commissioners of Bernalillo county,
4
5
Chicago
notice Is hereby given to the public,
M. R. Springer, commission,, r.
2 '7
.'.
that Perfecto Armijo has been ap- Detroit
J. A. Summers, clerk.
Now comes Justo R. Aanijo, and lKiinted she; iff of said county;
that
Best for Children.
INTERESTING ITEMS
National League.
presents to the county commissioners Justo R. Armijo has been appointed
R H E
At Cincinnati
Mothers, be careful of the health of
collector of
lor approval, his bond as treasurer and treasurer and
1
S,
11
FROM JAMEZ SPRING
collector, in the sum of one said county, and that Andrew B. your children. Look out for coughs, Cincinnati
1
2
5
hundred and flity-tw- a
thousand dol- Stroup has been appointed superin- colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop Chicago
At St. Louis
R H E
lars, with O. N. Marron, J. li. Hern-don- , tendent of schools of said county, and them in time One Minute Cough
THE PEOPLE AT THE RESORT
1
7
3
Harmless St. Louis
'Will. Farr, J. A. Hubbs, Wallace that said persons have been rocognized Cure 's the best remedy.
ARE BUSY, happy and PROS- 5
2
0
Pittsburg
opiates.
by
no
pleasant.
Contains
said board as such officers as afore- and
Hesselden, John S. Heaven, Francisco
PEROUS.
C. de Baca and P. F. McCanna as his said, and are now qualified and acting Sold by ail druggists.
Western League.
sureties, anfl after examination
of officers of the county, and nil persons
R ir
At St. Joseph
Special Correspondence:
said bond, it in ordered by the board, having business with either of said
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS
r.
7
Denver
Jemez Hot Springs, Sept. 11. A. B.
9
are notified to transact their
Mr. Sanchez voting no, that said bond
3
7
Joseph
Tate;s, of Albuquerque, who came
lie approved by the commissioners, business only with said officers above
MUST BE COMPETENT St.Second
THE- FEATHER-ERMINE- ,
R 11
game
here about ten days ago. with a severe
that the approval be written on said named, or tneir deputies or em8
4
.
Denver
of feathers picked up, nobody knows
case of rheumatism, left for home on
ployes, and with no one else.
bond and signed by the commission3
f
yesterday's stage, completely cured.
TERRITORIAL BOARD OF EDUCA St. Joseph
what tune to twitter, for the homely where, dyed, stained, bleached, colored
ers, and that said bond be tiled and
JAMES A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
R II
At Sioux City
to look like everything in the coior
V. sparrow is made Into a bird of paraSeptember 9, lyuu.
Guests now at Block's Hotel:
TION DEMANDS
recorded.
THAT THOSE
8 12
Sioux City
The chemist has placed his
It is iurther ordered that said clerk
E. Tronnsdell and wife. Mrs. Josie dise.
It is ordered by the board, Mr. San-ELECTED TO THAT OFFICE Des Moines
1
7
Perkins, El Paso, Tex.; Doc Bledsoe, knowledge on the market and the rechez declining to vote, that the sher- mail a copy of said notice to each
MUST BE INTELLIGENT
R II
Second game
Mrs. John Kourz, Albuquerque.
sult is that anything with feathers can
of the peace in the county.
iff. Peifecto Armijo, call upon his
8
2
Sioux City
be made gayly tropical. It is wonderful
A large crowd of Albuquerque tourIn vk w of the near approach of the
predecessor In office, Mr.. Thomas S.
1
10
Des Moines
ists came in from the Caballo, this and ail within the law.
Hubbell, to deliver to him the posses- regular term of the district couit, and
R H
At Omaha
morning. They report a most delightThese little artificially colored birdssion of the room in the court house 01 me possibility of there being nol Presrdent W. G. Tight, of the uni7
6
Ixmg arful time. Mrs. J. M. Hedden has the are marvelously beautiful.
heretofore occupied as the office of funds available for the purpose of pay- versity, has returned from Santa Fe. Omaha
.'
1
4
where on Saturday last he attended a Pueblo
party in charge.
the sheriff, and also the possession of ing the expenses. of said term on ac- meeting
of the territorial board of edR II
Second game
Both houses are doing a flourishing
the county jail with the prisoners count of the threatened refusal of the
9 10
Omaha
business. They are up to date and
confined therein, as well as all books, late treasurer of the county, Frank A. ucation, of which he is a member.
Prof. Tight reports that the meeting Pueblo
5
13
run In the proper way clean tubs and
records, stationery and other propel t"y Hubbell, to turn over the monies in
rooms.
pertaining to said office, and in case his hands to his successor, Justo "R. was devoted to the transaction of
business. The chief topic to
M. Abousleman, who purchased the
of his failure to obtain Raid books. Jail A.mijo, It is ordered by the loard, routine
NEWS
UNIVERSITY
Judt hath house, has remodelled it,
nd property, the sheriff, Perfecto R. Mr. Sanchez declining to vote, that the come up for discussion was the one deArmijo, is directed to take possession chairman be, and he hereby is, author- manding that in the future those perand put on a couple of coats of paint.
position of
In "The Commoner" of September She sure looms up in the distance.
of, and use, as his office, the room ized to borrow for said purposes, on sons selected for the
A. .1. Otero's new residence is alin the court house next adjoining the the best terms possible, so much county school superintendents in the 8, Mr. Hryan gives a list of schools
room heretofoie occupied as the sher- money as may be necessary, not ex- different counties should be compe- that are to benefit m the distribution most complete, and is the most preof the Bennett fund of JHI.ouu, the tentious residence in the village. He
iff's or any other vacant room in the ceeding; four thousand dollars, to be tent and intelligent.
This move Is a very good one on annual income of which is to be used expects to occupy it in a couple of
court house as he may prefer; aiso lo placed In the hands of said treasurer,
rent the best quarters obtainable for Justo R. Armijo, to be by him credited the part of the board, and every mem- to aid pour girls In obtaining an edu- weeks.
THE FEATHER TCRBAN.
Miss M. V. Patterson has just reuse as a temiorary jail, and to pro- to the couit fund, it being understood ber was a unit In demanding that the cation. The University of New Mexput together to make a head
a
Misand
line,
cure, at the expense of the county, all that said money is to be paid from people select a better class for that ico receives to'W of f'is fund.
old
to
visit
turned from
her
covering. These hats are black, gray,
necessary books, stationeiy and other the regular court fund, when available, important position. This move, if carThe outdoor gymnasium on the cam- souri home. She says the weather
white, brown, peacock shades, aud of
It con- very hot back there and she was glad
ihiiiRs necessary
for the use of his or if paid from the general fund, that ried out, will do more for the educa- pus is an unique structure.
THE MUSHROOM HAT.
every oilier shade and color imaginaoffice.
that fund shall be reimbursed from tional system of the teirilory than sists of a frame work of three inch to return to our delightful climate
anything else, and therefore tin peo- iron piping, fifty ftet long, twenty-fivtislically colored tails sweep from ble.
again.
It is ordered by the board, Mr. the court fund.
ple interested In the welfare of tholr feet wide, and twenty-fivJ. II. Block has rented two of "nls birds hatched with short talis. Little
Sanchcs declining to vote, the treasfeet high,
One little hat is particularly pretty,
children should take an active inter- the v hole braced to the building now cottaee for the winter. The Citizen brown wings are made to be crimson because It is just the thing to wear
urer and
collector, Justo R. FORTY-TWSTORIES FOR
Breasts and heads treat ed with a set of ermine. Fur hats are so
Armijo, call upon his predecessor In
l'Mi' used for a Vaih nouse and for ads sure do the business. He still tipped.
NEW YORK'S LATEST HOTEL. est in it.
chemically, gleam and glow with col- unbecoming. Feather hats are so bestoring equipment.
T.as
week the has n couple left yet.
office. Frank A. Hubbell, to deliver to
"him the possession of the ro.nns in the
Well, the or- ors which, if added in life, would have coming. This hat was composed enTalk about fruit!
different apparatus were attached. InNew York, Sept. 11. Albert J. Ad- ATTENDANCE Al INDIAN SCHOOL
cluding parallel bars, horizontal liars, chards here are all laden down with made the homely bird a stranger to tirely of white brt-- sts
cou.t house herttotore used as the of- ams, formerly known asMlie "Policy
studded with
PASSES TWO HUDRED MARK trapeze, Hying rings, chest bars and apples, pears, peaches
fice of the treasurer and
and plums. tils mates.
small black feat lit i s, iust far enough
King," has once more come to the
The ntyle of a bird is due to the apart to make it look look ermine.
collector, together with all books, front. After his release from the penladders. Near the gymnasium there There are a beauty to behold. This
papers anil other property belonging itentiary, where he had spent some WARDS OF UNCLE SAM WILL BE will be courts for tennis, basket ball, is one of the finest fruit growing way he is spread out. twisted and
Fashion is so foiri u 'J'ese feather
retailed and silk lined.
,.i(
Keen right
sections of the territory.
to said office; and in case of his fail- time to expiate his offenue against the
hats that she is going to put them
TAUGHT WHITE MAN'S WAYS quells,
glassy
;
head,
with
twenty-onhuge
owi's
years,
he:e
for
ure to obtain the same, he is hereby lottery laws, Adams went to Mexico
f
never
neve
One
re.
ti are
'l'wen' two
and
'r
And the milright on for early fa
AT LOCAL GOVERNMENT INSTIeyes, has grown an aigret for a tail. A liners say that she is going to keep
Tii!l(.ri rqi the 'Ynr'ity foot bail ter.ui. saw a failure.
authorized ami directed to take pos- with the avowed intention of spending
TUTION.
The weather is pleasant warm days foft brown bird wit'i wings broadly right on wearing them all winter.
'sew suits have been ordered and
session, and use as his office, the room the rest of his life there in legitimate
in the court house next south of the business. That he has lost none of his
s'ead ;n let iced begun. The fo, low- and cool nights: a little shower of spit ad is lined all over ihe underside
i d
i on; feather
The attendance ttf the AlbiKueriue ing are tee candidates:
office of the probate clerk, and the former enterprise becomes apparent
May), Pre?-;on- . rain most every afternoon.
with turquoise blue panne velvet.
I.1I-- .
ings w ith siiaded tints of
Abousleman, the store keeper, repMibute clerk is directed to permit the from the fact that be is at the head Indian school has uhcady reached li:ii
Ftdded
Hea d, Hnnuii; Danohy, Smith,
green
are
come
witti
pupils,
Trip-letwagon
eight
indications
that
ami
goods
t
the
blue
purple,
H.
and
said tniisiinr and
of
ceived
this
loads
Vrvan,
collector of a syndicate vhich proposes to build
Crawford.
Attached by a Moo.
Superintendent Allen and his
to have the use of the vault in his what is to be the largest and most
Van Cleave' Allen, Ross, Clancy, week. He is doing a flourishing busi- bends, tails or bands of feathers lo
and btaun. in a labor riot, until covness.
office, and of any records in said of- perfectly equipped hotel in the world. helpers finish rounding up the children Hay , n, M vuiie. Tascber lio,.tr;glu
match.
tnuu the distant reservations, the atMiss May Bingham, who spent lasi
We j ee feather rosettes, feather ered with sores, a Chicago street car
fice Kin! to give him (very facility for The building is to be erected on
!. ll' v'r.
will reach the 3nn mark.
tht? transaction of business In his tem- ond
summer here, writes from far away fringes, feather (doth, feather bands. conductor applied Bueklen's Arnica
Bernard Crawford was elected
street, near Broadwav. and tendanceimprovements
The
feathers, leathers, every SaUe, and was soon sound and well.
porary quarters; and the said treas is to be forty-twmade at the
of tee foot ba'l .am by the in- Florida that she is just melting away f'athel
stories high. MortiI use
it in my family," writes G. J.
w ith the In at and longs
urer ami
to be back w here
collector is author- mer C. Merritt Is the architect. The school during the past summer and signia men last Wednesday.
ized and uiictted to procure, at the ground space which the building will those now under way, will gie
There is to be found the a l feather Wel' h. of Tekotisha. Mlcji.. "and find
The ii
at prevent k; view for in 'he mountains of New Mexico.
ample a cnminodations, and the Albu tle fe
,
foiir-lxpens,. of the county, all books,
of gulis' breasts. Beautiful il perfect." Simply griat for cuts and
hand conies from A- hat.
il' nr. in wit1 be with the
'occupy Is
feet wiilu and Sou feet
cents at all druggists.
stationery and office appliances l.u.g. Borings have been made which querque m IiihiI is alieudy recognized Mcliaul ciiool and 'he A. and M. col- lbuquerque every Tuesday and
turbans are made of loon skins, little burns only
as one of the most successful of sim- lege el
necessary or convenient for use in his
r.-d with
Cll.((a.
rock
solid
the
fact
that
established
is a
M houU of the government located
office.
The Fsti. '.la society has decided to
can be found about thirty feet under ilar
in various parts of the I'nited States. divide iisef into two organizations, a
it is ordered by the board. Mr. SanAr" You Enp.?3d?
will make the
the
surface.
That
Superintendent Allen is now making
Engaged peon'o shoqhl remember,
chez declining to voie, that the super1his stupendous skyscraper a trip over the Navajo reservation to boys' society and a gir,s' socio) v.
for
intendent of schools.
i'residen: Tight is in Santa K. this that, after marriage. man quarrels
Andiew 11. IpeiT.ctly secure.
The place upon gather pupils for the school, and will
Stroup. he. and he is directed to call which
can be avoided, by keeping their .
wet-IHtti ti ling the meeting of the terbe
is
built,
to
hotel
monster
the
upon his predecessor in office, Eslavlo
return in a lew davs with quite a
i.l ions in good condition with Elecritorial hoa'M of education.
by
was
occupied
House
formerly
the
Vigil, to deliver to him the possession
Gcnffal Baildtng Supplies
tric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Henneils-vi'.le- .
AH Nations, one of the most notorof
of the loom in the court house here- ious resorts of the city. The hotel
S. ('.. say:
"For y. ars my wife
AT
NEW
EDITOR
GALll'P
Diphtheria, sore throat, (roup.
uffei-i'tofore Use, as he (,!!';.. of the s:er- will be only
niieiwely tn m .lvspepia.
half a block from the new statu relief, pennant nt curt .
ilitendi nt ot schoo'
t. .get her with
.implicated v.ith a toreld ier. until
railroad,
I'ennsy.vania
tirtiiitia
of
the
Thomas' Illo. Mic Oil. At any drug
Tlw il
all boohs. 1. cor.
up Republican, owned and she Ii.m ,icr sirtngih and vigo. anil
pa pel s, stationery now in
A. H. HEYN, Mgr.
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
course of construction.
The
I nliolz.
path
man.
F.
1m:o,:;:I
and 01 her
b.c nee a n.e"e wveek of Per former
to said svndicaie of which the forim r "Policy stoi e.
-oby l.ot.iH
year.
i,. i
office; and In a
purchased
ecu
of tall ire to oh- King"
se'f.
Bitters.
ITlcctrle
Then
she
tiled
is the be ad lias a capital of $".- I loll
t
I. a
w a rival from lli bee,
:ti. s iperinti lel. nt
New Hotel and Rooming House.
tain the Hi
beloe.l Ii.t at once :in,l i'innllv
.oeo and intends to begin the work
Open Sepieioln r 11, at
zona.
is am hot
South
i'
d to procure. 1.11
din
made hi r eulitviv well. She is now
a
few
in
the
weeks.
inn.
t
Ho public. I'll- Mronii and le alihv." A
l)e
e Of
e
s sell
hi
at
n
Third hire.;. Your patronage solicitd ni'e:
all
bo..! s,
words, sas;
l.m. rv SUM
ed. Sp ci'U rate to regu ar hoarders. hoi.'E FILL
Mice ATHLETIC. PLAYGROUNDS
"t'd guarantee thein at "o cents a otjj
I
go I,) California. tie
a;. pi. a;, ( s
n
"Fi. u,
sai y or
lent
FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN. Mrs. It. Grt n, propri. tor.
re,
It
a
was Ce
home o:
tor his ,IM- I'l the M'ansai
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
gia::er.
the
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
Tt m1 'n plagues, those itching, lies
office
Turkish Noiigaie U "tie after a teA III.'! - ago. allowed a bunch of
bllsllli - of his
1. ('.. Sept. 11 The
"
w
I
a
1,
hat
he
t hi nigh
me and
It
by the boa
tering diseases of the skin. Put an
r.'.ei.
Mr.
dish of le cream eattn at Mrs.
hem lo
at athletic meet which the
1.
1.
hope, however, that end
bi Z II. cliiitii' to
203 W. Railroad Ave.
At Consistent Prices
comiiii-sionei- 's
to misery.
coi.fdctionery store aud ice Utile
ik
ote. that
Bonn's Ointnien
of Ibis city arcream parlor.
, and
he b.
s lli-- ' ranged to take place a' the Coliseum,
the e
of I... onrd
life t;iug!it me someihing; cures. At any d. ug store.
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MURDERED LITTLE GERTRUDE IS NO LONGER IN THE WAY
OF TENEMENT
IN
NEW YORK,

Cenf Per Word for Each ln!MrHon

'

-

New York, Sept. 11. Whether Ous- lave IiinsiT, a plumber, brutally mur- dereil a hahv pill siniiilv because she
was "always In the way," Is to be derided by process of law.
The life of this rhlld of two tender
years went out when some strong-armefiend hurled, the little human
creature ainund by tne heels and
il
her head against a wall. Agnes
Keiiaude, who lived with the plumber
In h squalid tenement, a
his
wife, was, the mother of
little Uerlrmle. the slain child. She
says tlu't Dinser killed the child bewas illecause he disliKed her. as
gitimate iiiid not his, 'and because she
persisted in playinu around him when
he was a; home. Hesides, the woman
toif the police, Iin-;e- r had tiiree children or his own. ami they did not like
the child. The little Innocent hn.d been
a cause of continued discord between
the plumber und the woman with
whom he had lived since bis wife died
a ea:' a en.
Probably no chapter in local police
history holds a tiT'ker paje thnn this
fiendish murder of this nameless
,
chiM. Horn in sin. surrounded by
tin re was no room lor her. li
meant sreatci- crowding, more noise.
Atother mouth to till and another
back to cover.
body of
After the
the child, wrapped In paper, had been
found in the dark hallway of a tenement house, near the one in which
Dinser lived, it did not take the detective long to suspect the plumber.
Neiyhiior women
were ready witn
their stories of the abuse that had
been showered uHn Amies Henaude's
child. They had heard Gertrude's
screams when the bin fisted plumber
had punished tier for merely living.

FOR SALE Furnished tent, cheap,
soon. 312 West Silver avenue.
FOR SALE Business opportunity in
good locality, suitable for man and
wife. Inquire at this office.
FOR SALE Household furniture. 410
South Edith street.
FOR SALE Heating stove, gasoline
book case anu
stove, refrigerator,
sideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold

WANTEP.
l
WANTED
First class girl for
West
housework. Ap'y
Copper. Mrs. Robert Putney.
WANTI-Parties desiring to rent
rooms to fair lsitors will please
mail full particulars to Bureau of In-- ,
formation, City.
WANTED First and second house
girl. Inquire at this office.
WANTED Girl about 15 yeais old, to
M s. A. C.
do light housework.
(
Shupe. 4H! South Arno street.
WANTED Second hand safe, in good!
condition. Address, V. O. Rox
WANTED Experienced eastern dress
maker wants to go out by the day.!
Address, fiJO West Marquette ae.
WANTED A molding man, wood
turner and sash and door man. Superior Planing Mill company,,
South First street,
WANTED Experienced dining room
girl; ia other need apply. Colum,
bus hotel.
WANTED mree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED Intelligent
and reliable
men to enter the service of the
Washington J.lfe Insurance company. Exceptional inducements offered. See or address J. II, O'Uielly,
Albuquerque, N. M., general mana
ger for New Mexico and Arizona.
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
Hart, 624 South First street.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-nanclothing.' No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
will
OWNER NEEDS MONEY.J-$50- 0
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
frame houso,. in the Highlands, lot
100x142,. east front; 'shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken houso. Tlest
street in town; incumbrance $.1,000.
Address P. O. B. 114, City.

FOR

HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Brokers
917 tbemkal BullUlPg, tU Loula
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Tiny recalk'd

how, in the m(doi7e o"
the night, the child had been heard
soiiliitiK out Its little heart while the
mother begged Dinser to wait and she
would take (iertiude away. They said
this had been followed by the man's
(iivseK upon the child, a shrill,
scream, a heavy crash.
The neighbor women told the"detec-tive- s
how nuickly tile lights went
out in Dinser's rooms; how there was
low talking
In the quiet morning
hours, they said, a man and women!
crept down the shaky .stairs and out

bruise-blackene-

blood-chillin-

into Eleventh avenue.
Agnes Kenande is in prison with
Dinser. She told the police that the
plumber had killed her child and that
she had washed the bloody body In the
kitchen sink and helped to hide It.
The plumber said That iie had been
drinking aSid that he cuffed the child,
bcauae sh was naughty. He said he
w.as surprised when she died in the
night. The coroner's physician siys
little Oertrude was swung about by
the heels and her liead dashed against
a brick wall.

g

the quantity and quality of the ore a
ALGODONES ITEMS
decision will be made as to the proper
reduction works, and they will bo
The Eoard of Equalization.
promptly erected. The appearances Special Correspondence.
The terri'.iriHl lmard ot e iiili:ition are now thai a smelttr win l.e built.
Algodones, N. XL, Sept. lo. We are
w'iii ;ue(
ia the capiiol building, at The gentbnien will probably be back to have a new church Here. Laborers
i
Santa Ke, today, in regular
have been busy at work the past week
about the first of the new year.
.v;
tor the purpo.--o of heartaking down the walls of the old
ing and (leeiiiiu.; appeals in tax cases
Can You Eat?
ciiurch, p: eparatory to building a new
Ironi the va. ions counties in the terJ. n. Taylor, a prominent merch.vit one. The contract has already been
ritory.
The members are: James of Chrirsmau. Texas, says: "I could it i ami woi k win commence at once
S. Duncan, I. as Veas, president;
not eat because of a weak stomach. I on the erection of a new building,
.Inramillo, Kl Kilo, seerdary; lost ail strength and ran down in which will be a great improvement
J. K. llinkle, Jioswe'il; Mat tin Lohinan, weight. All that 1110:1. y could do was lor this Until,
Las Cruces; liobert P. Ervicn, Clay- done, but all hope of recovery vanSome have already commenced the
ton; J. A. Maaotiey, Deming.
Hearing of some wonderful third cutting, which is rather a shorter
ished.
t
As3essm-:ncures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia srop than the first and si cond cutRolls.
Territorial Auditor V. G. Sargent Cure, I concluded to try it. The first tings.
has to date received nineteen of the bottle benefitted me. and after taking
Corn and beans are a very good
twenty-fivcounty assessment rolls four bottles, I am restored to my us- crop tills year, and so is all garden
'I
and raveling Auditor Charles V.
ual strength, wealth jind health." Ko- truck.
has carefully compiled and classi- dol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
Several car loads of alfalfa will be
fied the data contained in the rolls re- eat and cures. Sold by all druggists. shipped from here next week to, differceived. Tlxis classification will he of
ent points. The p. ict per ton ranges
valuable aid to the board ot equalizatr im ?M to $12 on board cars here.
SCHOOL CSSTRICT FUNDS
.Many will not sell at that price, but
tion. The comities whose assessment
will hold their crop until winter or
rolls have not as yet been received
GENOPINION
THE
ATTORNEY
OF
spring, so those who purchase now
are Santa Ke, Sandoval. Roosevelt,
ERAL AS TO DIVISION OF FUNDS will get cheaper feed. A corps of
Guadalupe. (Dane and McKinley. "
IN CERTAIN CASES.
surveyors passed about one and one- Meeting of Territorial Board of Eduhalf miles south of here, surveying a
cation.
The territorial board of education
The following opinion of Attorney line for a railroad, which is claimed
met in regular quarterly session In the General George W. Prlchard prescrib- to run from the Hagan coal fields to
office of Superintentend of Public In- ing a method for the division of school this place. A couple of car loads of
struction Hiram Hadley, last Satur- funds on hand when school districts telegraph poles have been unloaded
day. There we;e present Governor are divided is of gene; at interest:
but as yet we do not know for what
Otero, president; Superintendent
of "Office of George W. Prlchard, Santa purpose, but it is supposed they will
Public Instruction Hiram Hadley, secbe ust'd along the new line to Hagan.
Fe, N. M.
retary; Prof. I.uther Foster, president "Hon. Hiram JIadley. Superintendent
Juan de Dios Gonzales is building a
Public-lnstrnof the New Mexico College of Agriion, Santa Fe, N. M.: new house heYe and has all the maculture and Mechanic Arts; Prof. C.
"Sir In answer to your communi- teria! on the ground.
M. Light, president of the Silver City cation of the ith inst., in which you
Gorge K. Pitts will bring
normal school: brother Potulph, pres- ask, 'In case a school district has a here next week to shear them. He
ident of St. Michael's college; Prof. certain amount of money in its treas- expects a good clip this year.
V. (J. Tight, president of the univer- ury, and this school district is divided
Tut re is a great change of opinsity of New Mexico, and Prof. Ed- what provision is there in law for a ion here in legard to statehood. AlI most everybody here Is now in favor
mund J. Vert, president of the Las division of the original district?'
Vegas normal school, members.
have to say thai" there does not seem of joint statehood, or any kind of
The following business was had:
J. H. M.
to be any direct
provision of the statehood we can get.
The minu;es of the preceeding meet- niaillll1 .III 111164 Mlllji'l I. T-- t u"ii 1520
io',j
ing were read and approved.
of Trie Compiled Laws of 1 7 . Imposes DYING OF CANCER
Routine business was attended to, upon the county superintendents
ot
OF THE STOMACH.
after which applications for profes- schools, the duty of apportioning the
sional teachers' certificates were read school fund to the several school disNews has reached Las Vegas from
and discussed.
tricts within the county in proportion an authentic source that Perry C.
to the number of school children re- Hogsett, the former real estate agent
KASEMAN AND KULP
siding in Its district.
here, is dying with cancer of the
PLEASED WITH MINE.
"Then a school district is divided stomach at a hospital in Los Angeles,
pointmanner
in
two
the
into
districts
Cal., whither he had been taken from
Missis. Kulp and Kaseman, of
statutes, it is, in my Long Beach for care and treatment.
Penn., who have been in town ed out by the duty
sucounty
judgment,
the
of
the
This is indeed sad and startling news
looking after the interests of
he
Pyramid Peak company, in which fhey perintendent to ondivide ator apportion to the people of Las Vegas, says the
school
hand
of
the
time
fund
the
Optic. Only a few .weeks ago Mr. Hog
are largely interested, returned home
the division of the district, between sett wrote to friends here that he
the first of the week, says the Lords-bur- the
proportion
in
to
two
districts
the
would rather reside in Las Vegas than
Liberal. They were well satisresiMing In each dis- in the California town, though the
fied with what they found at the mine, school - childrenVery respectfully,
trict.
health of his wife would not permit
and found that a great deal of ore had
"GEO. W. PRICli ARD,
of the change of altitude and climate.
been taken out in doing the develop"Attorney
General."
And now he is to be taken away first!
ment wotk, although no effort had
been made to take the ore out. Under TOO MUCH RAIN AT
Got Off Cheap.
thp contract to buy the mine they can
THE HONDO RESERVOIR.
He may well think, he has got off
ship no ore until the purchase price
t
for the mine is paid, so al! of the ore
Chaves county was visited by a cheap, who, after having coin rai ted
taken out is piled on the dump. It heavy rain storm Tuesday and Wed- constipation or indigestion is still able
will take some niontlis before the last nesday, Roswell receiving a thorough to perfectly restore his health. Nothpayment will Income due, and in the drenching. In the vicinity of the ing will do this tint Dr. King's New
meantime all work will be done to de- Hondo reservoir, however, tne rain Life Pills. A quick, pleasant and cervelop the property below water level. was so heavy that the machimty tain cure for headache, constipation,
After suffcient work is done to show could not be worked.
etc., 2fic at ail druggists; guaranteed.
MATTERS
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Strictly a Family Beverage
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Edmund J. Alger,

MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

CARRIAGE

TRIMMING
PAIRING

AND

RE-

Harne.s, Spring Wagon. Built to
Order.

D. D. 8.

No. 3u6 KallrcjHil avenue
entice hour
a. m. to U:W p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t
p. m. Telephone 4iU. Appointments matte
by mall.
CLOSED
UNTIL AUOFFICE
GUST 28.

HORSESHOEING

:!M

CARRIAGE
Cor. First

LAWYERS.

Street ana T.jera.

Road

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

Bernard 8. Rodey.

Albuquerque

ATTORNEY-AT-I.AV-

Frompt attention given to all

M.

street,

K

Little Talk, But Big Facts

N.

Our pushing, aggressive, never sleep method of advertising.
An
electric sign talks In the day time and "hollers" at night. A sign
of your own choice. We hang the sign and keep it clean and bril-liaat our expense. You pay for the current used that's all. At
the expiration of the time agrsed upon, ws take the sign off your
hands. All sign lighting will be on flat rate basis. How's that for a
bargain?

lands,

V

letter

pat-- I

nt

first-clas-

blacksmith, bridgemen, bridge carR. W. D. Bryan.
s
penters, bridge helpers, 1
Albuquerque,
planer, 1 gopd ard ,nan for ium"er N.ATTOKNEY-AT-LAM. Office, Kirs, ivatlonal Bank
man o take "sr0
camp. Flrst-cias- s
of stock In dry goods store; boy to
run errands and learn dry goods busiE. W. Dob.on.
ness. Better positions on record now
W, ' O.llce Crom- ATTOKNEl
than ever offered before.
well block, Albui jerque. N. M.
We are agents for Camp Birnie resort. Call for information.
John H. Stingle.
Suite IS. N.
ATTORN
THE SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYfirst-clas-

Talk with!

A'i'-LA

Armljo building, Albuquerque.

MENT AGENCY

Phono

Upstairs
South Second Street

195 Red
110

rooms
Albuquerque, N.

The Happy Housewife

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.u0 and aa high
as I2n0.no. Loans are quickly made
Time;
private.
One
and strictly
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rate
us beare reasonable. Call and
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant DIdg.
31 R West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

M.

CONTRACTOR

&

BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
1NDKPRXDKNT CONTRACTOR
AND lU'ILDKR Kstlmnti s cheerfully
f urntalvil; Job work pnllrted. Automatic
'I'hone 74; shop 911 North Second street,
Albuquerque. N. M.

Till:

se

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All
diseases
treated. Offllce Harnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment

FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
board. Mrs. Lizzie Westerfeld, 611
South rtroadway.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished ftont
Inquire afroom, over pontotliee.
ternoons. No ladies need apply.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
f;ont rooms for gentlemen; also
three rooms furni.shed for light
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311
v
West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very desireable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
Hrlck house, 705 West
FOR RENT
Apply to Mrs. Coleman,
Tijeras.
422 West Tijeras.
ta Park
FOFt RENT Apartments
eight rooms each;
View terrace,
throughout.
H.
equipment
modern
H. Tllton, room 19. Grant block.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
light housekeeping, with electric
ligiits. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, corner Broadway & Iron,
same block Congregational church.
FOR RENT -r- om one to five nicely
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
acres, with four-roohouse, furnished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
K. K Nor; is, 024 John street.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
in city, single or engine, with table
tmard. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
centrally located. Inqq.re 312 West
Lead avenue.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic I'hyslclan.
Whiting Block.
Room 1J.

TRAD!

'

'

1 .'. ....u

TERM.

r

lug.
DAY AND

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
buiiiilng,
Library
East Railroad

fiZi HI..

Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque, after September 21.
CORBET

CURE

COLLINS,
Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.

East side of Plaza, Santa Fe,

N. M.

by

t

C0MIG

.li(, 4.q

Twenty-fiftSeptember 18 to
Territorial Fair.
Si.1 pt ember Z'i
"Romona
at
Elks' opera house.

icimi,'

Corhta ot Jin CapprJ

cough
LUNCG

Ciuniiii-nci!-

THE

Septi

mbir

thereafter until October

Or. King's

'i

& Ooliiioff

Mfg. and Supply Co
Pioneer Machinery

House of the West

Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and Smelter Sup- - f
plies, Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, Saw V
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinists'
Tools and Supplies. Western agents for The American Radiator Co. U
Special Catalogues on Application.

the

Wood-Workin-

an.)

0

31, t lie

8

1621-13-

9

Seventeenth Street,

DENVER,

jj

COLORADO

;

;

Discovery

HL'i-n-

1

S

The Hendrie

0

Colonist Rates to the Northwest.

forC

M.

s

EVENTS

Ke will si 11 tickets, to liilliiiL's,
Illltte IlHiTia ami Missnula at rate of
Spokane, and Wa ia Walla,
1 .::r, r. I'urtlan.l, Seattle anl Tacoina,
$:',8 fir,
For jiartlculars cull on any
of the Santa Fe. 11. S. l.t;TZ,
r t
Albii'iuer'itie, N. M.
Price
50c 4 $1X0
0UCHS and
RAILROAD TICKETS.
tret Trial.
Cui Rates.
For re lur'l rattM to and from all
bun t mid Uuii.kt.-- Cure for all
points go tn Pauirten s Association
TH HO AT an LUNO XROUIi- RaliroaJ
office.
Railroad
Ticket
HACK.
IXH, or K02E
t'eketa bought. s"'1 itml exchanged.

Hqv

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

The

KILLthe
WITH

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

&

Civil and Mining

t

ar

and

Wholesale Grocers

ASSAYERS.

'

Vc.;.t.::.'.i.

BORRADAILE & CO.,
117 Gold Ave.

Not Lump up.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
)

ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,

i
:l

Iron Beds, Stoves and Ranges, Art
Squares, etc.. Everythlna Needed
about the house. Agent for Char.
ior wax oteei rtanges.

MARK--"- "

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business College Opens! 7
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman 2
ship, Sborfhand, Typewriting, Eng-- :
llsh, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-- '

iEMAKD "vVsrfEr;.
l'i ii fur
iiiir i;
- tfi ilrt u, in
it
it,i,
iIm
or l.i
II' ti
Hi
I:i

!

West Copper Avenue.

Bssjrgsrsa

voyant and buslaess medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to I dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

);, city.

i

Will

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clair-

i

i

i

FURNITURE
CROCKERY

C''rvsvir
l lUljIUDAl

h'
K.e

I

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
Veterinary surgeon and dentist.
Horses, cattle and dogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. Office at Trimbles'
Old phone, 3; auto., 122.
stables.

FALL

'

AND

VETERINARY.

CLAIRVOYANT.

(

M.'BERGER
114

PHYSICIANS.

FOR RENT.

!

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the. whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

Walling-ford- ,

Rarnett building,
lloth 'phones.

4K-4-

Fourth and Gold Ave.

N. M.

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

on

Mux

e LIGHT MAN

ARCHITECTS.

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

ti. A.

, Ix.

NEW

n

Ass':

Ivunz, Distributor, Alfou.i'.ierciue

FOR

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16 Orant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mail.

Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 worn-aIra M. Bond.
ATTOKNEY-AT-LA,
for general housework, 2 chamberBHhlnKton, .. o.
maids, 3 men to take care of horses, W.,
logmen, teamsters, swampers, labor- patents, copyrights, cavlale.
cuts, trade marks, claims.
s
ers, etc., tor camp work;

-

sus

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Rastaurant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexicans and Arlzonlan. pending th, summer
be.cnea are welcome to th. uss . of our
Gentli
men. waiting room.. Meet your friend, therj. Information and
writing material, free. Ladles. and children welcome
E,ectr,
b..cr,caDrpi."?h:tdpcJ,rh,Ho,,9nbeck-

salary.

used in the
More than tlirec-l- l ftlis of tltH
ot strong
decline
homes.
This fact marks tho
alcoholic drinks and is the greatest si.ep in the
direction ci tnu ten.- erance.

discs

L0CA1I0N.

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

N.

t

''';lV$j

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CENTRAL

HEADQUARTERS

t

Bodies of Budweiser
Consumed in 1904

HOTEL
JNO. S. MITCHELL

C.

V

Beers

130,383,1-2- 0

casino

HOLLENBECK
BILICKE

4

fbubtnoaa pertnlnlr.g to the profession
ill practice In ai! courtu nf the terri
Fair week is coming. We want all tory and before the United Btatea iwi
kinds of help positions paying good otbee.

part.

Vft&W

casino

DENTISTS.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of K.O
acres; S I'm) inlmuse, alfalfa, orchard, all lr.lgable; will sell all or

King ojf i i

9

i)

WANTED.

j

Sha-moki-

EVERY EVENING FROM 8:00 TO 10:30

LOST.
LOST Lady's hand bag. cnnulntnK
$:i'i in bills; liberal fnu nni if r- - ' .
turned to this office.
LOST Near Hell Canyon, one bay
mare, branded B on left hip; one
brown mare with X on right hip.
Jteturn to Menaul school and re
ceive reward.
A
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
strawberry roan mare, white face,
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tall; $20 reward and no questions asked, if returned to J. W.
McQuade, 234 North Walter street.

d

Si :

M

'

.

pov-city-

Sal-for-

ALE Engine. Owing to enlarging our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12.
Buckeye automatic cutoff engine, for $250. Can be seen In
operation at our mill. It is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Helen, N. M.

CASINO

ORCHESTRA CONCERT

avenue.

gea-era-

d

OFFiCIAL

POSITIONS WAITING
GOOD
tr t Comnrit 111 clerical men. 1 he HemanH t.r mm w,m
Mam tie ..I ulti.
cm
.r.hil)y I. an. lie the vancms
"tk n unceasing- - We need at once capahie Actxuul-a'lurt.l oir.
Il..kiieeier,('amer, Clerk. C"e
Other e
and l'riviie Secretaries,
lions paving ion.svioa year now open for SV'e.men,
Ktecmive and Technical men:
mvt d -- iti'.iith
onrli!nM)es for men having money to inve.t
iy
gtalinit
potttion
deilred.
tlieir
r. Write in

!,..

I

FREE

CASINO

Insure proper claiwlf icatloa Ida lor (hh colnma rnoM be In the cilice betora 1 'clock
p. m. Ada phoaed recelre the unw carelul attcntioi that lilvcn toads broanht laollke.

T

HOUSE LIFE
AFTER WHICH BRUTAL FOSTER
CHILD'S
FATHER IS JAILED
MOTHER SAYS SHE HELPED TO
WASH MANGLED REMAINS AND
HIDE THEM.

SEVEN.

AMUSEMENTS

Evening Citizen Wants!
rOn

TRAGEDY

BLACK

PAGE

i

i. mum
mmxm"'tmmmnMtmnmtti-tiz.:We are now open for business, with
a new and secondhand line of furnl-tjrat 114 South Fourth sueet, in
the Cleckler building.
t

Furniture
Bargains.

e,

IRVAN

4

HAYCOOD.

ALBUOUEHOUE EVENING CITIZEN.

PAGE LIGHT.

LOCAL. AND

I'EKHOXAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Generally fair tonight and Tuesday,
Warmer tonight.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.

Wtftl KAllKUAlAYt. jfr

No.
No.
No.
No.

New Styles for

The Wrong Parade.

was a young woman named
,
Wade,
Who saw the big labor parade.
Said she: "My! I know

This Pawnee Hill show
Puts Buffalo Hill's In the shade."
I.os Angeles Express.

Miss Nellie Kennedy has returned
from a vacation spent on the Pacific

Wo respectfully Invito you to call and examine our new
stylos In Men's, Women's 8nd Children's Shoos.
Thoy represent the p.oducts of the most progressive man-

coast.

'

ooooooooooooo
THE
BEHIND
WOMAN

THE POCKETBOOK.
Is the customer we appeal to. To be
s'urc, ?he wants the best frocPry
s
end table luxuries, but 'she wants
fio overcharging for that "beat." We're
not a bit afraid of her, for the simple reason that our prices can't be
beaten for the same quality, As a
matter of convenience, we will call for
and deliver orders at regular stated
intervals, or In a hurry If you use the
'phone.
i
sta-ide-

,

F. F. TROTTER
N'os. 118

and

120,

South Second St.

coooooooooooo
Finish oft Fall

House Cleaning

with a coat of Heath & Mllliga'n's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wi;i find It most satisfactory, Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
whnt ls more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

GO,

First Street and Marquette
Office of Osteimoor

& Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.
Sons, Albuquerque,
. 11.
Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of the 17th.
ordering fifty "Osternioor" mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
with It exclusive sale for your city.
The twenty mattresses ordered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not Include this twenty In
your order for the fllty. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
It means that we must refuse to 'lip any other ordeis from Albuauer-Qu-

O. W. Strong's

e.

We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very truly yours,
OSTKRMOOrt k. CO.

O. W. STRONG'S

SONS

Furniture

Installment

Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

A

Specialty

DIAMONDS
Diamond are alwayi in order. We can talk Diamond to you at
ttme. Thty are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
btudM, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look
tn
store and priae them.

any
are
and
our

batches, lewdry and Silverware

-

E7 tmta ItX. B

MM

Sleyster. the Insurance man,
for Socorro last
was a passenger
night.
Attorney K. V. Chaves Is attending
court at I .oa I.unas, he having several
cases.
Miss Winter, of the Winter Millinery ooripin, lias le'urned from a
trip east.
There will bo a regular month. y
meeting of the Commercial Club at
the club rooms tomorrow night at 8
o'clock.
Mystic Shrine regular meeting at
Masonic hall at 8 p. in. J. C. Ferger,
secretary.
Attorney K. W. Dobson ls attending
the session of the Valencia county
court at ioa Lunas.
Miij Blanche Owfn arrived from
Helen this morning end Is the guest
of Miss Sue Dobson.
Jerry Driscoll ls back from a trip
lo his old home in Oswego, N. Y. He
reports a delightful visit.
Ernest Meyers, the wholesale liquor
dealer, left iast night for a trip
through Arizona on business.'
City Attorney M. E. Hlckey left
last night for Socorro, where he goes
to attend to legal business.
The regular meeting of the Woodmen Circle tomorrow afternoon at 3
o'clock In Odd Fellows' ball.
Hon. Solomon Luna, of L03 Lunas,
returned home last night after spending a couple of days in the city on
business.
The Wade llur.'cal Stock company
left last nlgiit for Gallup, where they
will play two nights before making a
tour oi Arizona.
Miss Nina Otero, of Santa Fe, is
ip nding a lew days in Ixjs Lunas, a
truest at the country home of Mr. and
.M''s. Solomon Luna.
Regular meeting Mineral Lodge No.
4, Knights of Pythias, tonight.
Work
in first and second ranks. C. O. Cush-niaK. of E. and S.
The choir of St. John's Episcopal
church will give a recital Thursday
nlL'lit of this week in Guild Hall on
South Fourth street.
Mrs. W. T. McCrelght, who, on her
way back from the east, visited Colorado relatives and friends, returned
'
t'j the city last, night.
Mrs. Alnert Gruiif feld returned this
morning on the Dyer from New York,
where she spent the summer months
with her daughter, Mrs. Eisemann.
Hon. H. O. Hursum. chairman of
the territorial rtpub'ican central committee, spent yesterday In the city,
and returned to Santa Fe this mornII. A.

ufacturers and are guaranteed to give satisfaction.
Our women's $1.50 shoes are genuine hand turns ann welts,
full of ftyle and wear. Our Women's $3 shoos look as snappy
and are as gixid as any shoo you have leen paying $3.50 for.
Our' Women's Sorosis Shoes at $3.50 the considered the standard of fine footwear the wo. Id over.
In our Men's $3.50 Shots, you get the biggest
value In
style and wear. Our Men's $3 line will surprise you, with Its
swell looks, real comfort and wearing quality, and our Men'3
$2.5(1 and $2 shoes look well enough for a dress shoe and are
strong enough for a work shoe.
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Pearce Rodey, son of Hon. and Mrs.
S. Kcuiey, left this morning for
school at Morcersburg, Pa., where he
has been a Undent the past two
years. He will graduate next spring.
Hon. B. S. Rodey was a passenger
for Santa Fe this morning. Mr. Rodey will represent gome dissatisfied
taxpayers before the territorial board
of equalization.
J
ast ni;;ht a silk train of seven cars
The train
P 'bsed through the city.
was running on passenger schedule
and started from San Francisco. It
was bound for Chicago.
Roderick Stover and "Billy" Brown
were hunting up the river yesterday
and killed eighty ducks and twelve
doves. They reported game plentiful.
Miss May Hazeldlne and Miss Jean-ett- e
Walton have requested The Citizen to announce that they have withdrawn their names from the list of
those contesting for queen of the
fair.
Word conies from St. Louis that
George E. Torlina, of that city, and
Miss Anna Everslage, of Covington,
Ky.. were united in marriage the other day, --the ceremony being performed
at the home of 'the bride's parents.
The groom Is a son of Col. John D.
B.

'''

(,ays of M"
Torlina, and in 'ho
buquerque' was In ,'' carpet business
here with his fathor. Many old timers here will loin Tin' Citizen In wish-In- f
Mr. Tor.iua and wife a happy,
frosperous fut'ire.
Harry T. .l.''ms.n. Thos. Insley, M.
H. njaiiiln, who visitNash and 1' '
and of course
ed Pcnver on
took In the Iiij doings of the Grand
Army of th. Uopubiio, have returned
to the- cP.y.
Mrs. Sma", sister of C. C. Hall,,
formerly of ilmuiTiuo, but now of
Hollywood, ' ul and also a relative of
tre Edgars if this city, was in the
city ,betwc 'ii trains this morning
while en ro.i'o east.
Attorney George H. Klock, of the
firm of Klock .v Owen, went to Ixs
here he appeared
Lunas last HcSU.
for the defendant
today a c
Manuel Chaves, chargIn
ed with the iiiurdiT of Manuel, Rael.
i
route from To- A stenni
to Hi' Puorco, passed
peka. Kans
through thi- - ou v this morning. The
steam shov. mil le use I at the graI'uereo to load the
vel pits at K
r nst; notion oars with bailast and
cinders.
The Las ogas I tines had little trouble defeatli.g 'he Santa Fe Centrals
yesterday 01 their own- grounds by a
score of' 12 t ". The Centrals have
but two vb "fies to their credit for
the seasons work. One was made
over the Al "i t'O'i'iue Browns and the
other over a o am from the coai camp
of Madrid.
Members of . K. Warren Relief
Corps will moot at old K. P.hll at
2:30 Tuesday p. m.
The national
and the departpress
ment president of California wid be
with us and see our exemplification
of the worii. "Let evei v member be
present. Regular meeting. . Mrs. T.
A. Whitconib, president.
. The
funeral of Mrs. E. I. Johnson,
who died Saturday, took place this
afternoon from the family home. 802
Souht Trird street. The services were
very largely attended. Rev. Wilbur
Fiske. pastor of the Lead Ayenue
Methodist church officiated. The remains were laid to rest in Fairvlew
cemetery.
Misses Anfi r. I Lucy Becker of
Smith, of
Helen, and 'Miss Ls.-fllTrinidad, passed through the city this
mnrtfing on route east. Miss Smith
Is returning home r.fter a visit to the
Beckers at Uelt.'ti. Miss Lticy Becker
Is lemming to
at Ferry Hall,
Chicago, and Mii-Anita Becker Is
going to Chicago, where on October
Id she wll' le th.j maid of honor at
th wedding of Mr. Alert, formerly of
Rolen, find Miss May Singer, of the
Windy City.
E. W. Spencer, who resided here
years, has gone-tthe past twenty-threNeedles, and he told an intimate
friend that lie had ieft the city for
food. It is understood that Mr. and
Mrs. Spencer will, for the time being,
make their home with their
Frank Townsend, who ls In the
electrical-departmenof the Santa Fe,
stationed at Needies. Many friends
here wish Mr. and Mrs. Spencer good
health and success in their new
home.
,

ii'
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10c for a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair

Ask For Dutchess Trousers

$250

$ P.'75

$3OQ

$4.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

119 West Gold Avenue

11, 1905.

Again, Magnificently Complete

youll only resort to the Bitters at the

Stocks of Ready - to - Wear

first symptom. Thousands have found
this true during the past fifty years.

HOSTETTER'S
BITTERS

STOMACH

should therefore have a permanent
place In every home because It is absolutely safe and can be relied on In
cases
Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
of
Cramps, Costiveness, Heartburn or
Female Ills.

Hi!

of Roswell, spent
the city on his way home
from a trip to Santa re. .vir. nagei-mais owner of one of the largest
apple orchards In the southwest and
has made a fortune In the raising of
this fruit. His orchards wd be represented with fruit at the territorial
fair.
H. J. Hagerman.

the day

In

Scores of Beautiful Patterns

n

Many Splendid

FOR

DECORATION
FAIR WEEK

ished in the best possible manner, every suit material
is guaranteed to give satisfaction x
We urge you to stop In and look over the new stocks
'to see the new style show x

DURING

PRICES ON SUITS RANGE FROM

OFFICIAL COLORS

to $30

$J6:
'
per yard, by the bolt only

THE

at

GRUNSFELD

New Styles

For weeks past we have been receiving dally shipments
of handsome fall weight suits, till our store by now, ls
fairly filled to overflowing x The stock ls complete; It
contains every stylo now manufactured and hundreds of
new patterns x Every Individual suit is tailored and fin-

BUNTING

SIMON STERN
RAILROAD

AVENUE

CLOTHIER

BROS.

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

MILLINERY

OPENING.
Fleming, the well known
milliners e.tend a cordial invitation
to the lau.es of Albuquerque to attend
their fall opening Saturday, September 16 from 2:00 until 9:00 p. m.
Miss Fleming has taken greatest
care In selecting these patterns and
believes them to be the most beautiful and exquisite
creations ever
brought to the city.
PARKER & FLEMING.
210 South Second street.

Parker

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST
"

Ladies' Riding Accessories
We have now In complete stock a
line of ladles' riding goods. Ladles'
fine guantlet gloves, legglns. and riding soft and stiff hats, in all the popular Btyles.
SIMON STERN.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT

WHITNEY COMPANY"
t!3-5-U-

A.

J.

The onlv Short Order Lunch
Room in the City. Fine Coffee

asPi,y. 26 S, Second

St.

EYE
FOR

401-4-

North Flnt St wet

A

GREAT REPUTATION.

C
A

The Clarkvllle coal we' sell principally, like the Father of His Country, has a reputation second to none,
and you know, if you've tried It, that
it's the best ever burned. Its freedom
from Impurities, Its free burning qualities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2.000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kindy
ling,
Both Phones.

E

John S. Oeavesn

P. LOMMORI
--

& MATTEUCCI

Dealers in

Flour, Hay,
Grain and the Best
of Meats

Groceries,

IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
Call at 624 West TIjeras Road.
Auto, 'phone. 109. Old 'phone, 276.
CxOOOOCXXXXXDOOCOOCXXXXX)

CO.
&
E.WHOLESALE
J. POST
I)
AX
RETAIL

HARDWARE

A

J

vocexxxxxxxxxxxxyooooooooc
HAS

MALOY.

MERCHANTS

South First Street

7

FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOKAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND

HARDWARE

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LIME

STUDEBAKERS'
EAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker

Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used m constructing the "Studebaker". and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on

mm

all kinds of vehicles.

Tiresome, Isn't It, to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method Is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem

$1-7- 5

Of any ailment of the Stomach, Liver,
Bowels or Kidneys very quickly If

Chop! Chop! Chop!

THE GUARANTEE

SEPT.

son-in-la-

T

We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

MONDAY,

YOU'LL BE CURED

-

Our women's Annehalr house slippers give the most comfort and wear
for the least money. The uppers are
of soft kid, the soles are flexible, yet
heavy enough to be worn around the
yard. These Blippers are made on a
straight last and can be worn either
rights or lefts. They cost but $1.50 at
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS

.

Food Choppe

betterwith

r

but little

and do It
labor, n The

Gem chops all kinds of food In
Coarse, medium nr finfi nierps 25 He- sired. Useful In the preparation of substantials and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.

e. J. rosTt est co.t
Ilbuquerqu.

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house.

Bargains for all

at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.
MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
rilO.MPf UKLIVhKY

ON EVERY PURCHASE

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

